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lVorkersscra~ble

to clean up damage
By Diana

Penn~r

Staff \V riter

John Emst of Carbondale saws a heavy tree lnlo
tw•footsecti- in eooperaUoa witb Carbondale

S&alf pllote by

BeD

City Mana,er Carroll Fry's request. The smaller
secli- will help facilitate cleanup.

City workers in Murphysboro
and Carbondale were out in full
force 1\tonday. clearing downed
trees ~tnd branches in an effort
to get the cities back to normal
after an attack of thunderstorms late Saturday and
early Sunday.
'!h~derstorms hit Southern
IlhnoiS in three unexpected
waves with winds of up to about
110 mp~ and possibly us mph
uprooting trees and knocking
out power and telephone service
to thousands of homes. A fire in
~ ~railer in Benton, possible
1gmted by lightning, caused the
deaths of two men. But no other
serious injuries were reported.
Murphysboro Mayor Michael
Bowers said his request that
Murphysboro be declctred a
d~saster area was denied by ·a
West Frankfort Civil Defense
agt:nt,
although
Bowers
estJmatetl the damage in
Murphysooro to be "in excess of
$2 million."
Bowers said he would make
the sa~!'! rt'9uest of Springfield
authonlles m hopes of getting
state aid to defray some

cleanup costs.
Carbondale Citv Manager
Carroll Fry and · Eml'rgency
Services Director Rand
Jackson announced the citv~
cleanup plans for the next two
weeks, dubbed "Operation
Blowdown." Fry said two
"chippers" are now in service
to clear roads of trees and
branches smaller than three
inches in diameter. Fry said a
third machine will be obtained.
Fry said city crews will pick
up branches stacked according
t~ size by ~esidents. He said
hmbs three mches in diameter
and less should be separated
f!'om larger branches. The
smaller branches will be
ch1pped and made available to
the public as mulch.
. Branches 10 inches in
diameter and larger !ihould be
reduced to two-foot sections,
Fry sa1d. Residents may pick
up the wood themselves to use
as firewood.
All branches should be
stacked in an or,~- :-ly fashion
near the sh·eet with smaller
limbs trimmed of leaves, Fry
ICoatinued OD Page 21
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May take three weeks

Fallen trees are focus ofcampus storm cleanup
Bv Andrew Zinner
Staff Writer

Campus cleanup following
Sunday morning's violent
thunderstorms mav take two to
three weeks. a physical plant
spokesman said Monday.
Top priority areas for
clearing fallen trees are the Old
Campus sector, around Morris
Library and Faner Hall. said
Duane Schroeder. physical
plant site plarner. He added
that landscapers were working
in the Small Group Housing
area which also sustamed
heavy tree damage.
Work crews are chippingcutting leaves. small branches

and tree tops into mulch-near
Old Campus and clearing the
area around campus offices
along Elizabeth and Whitney
streets. Schroeder said. A
contracted commercial treecutting firm will begin work
Tuesday on the west side of
campus.
He said that Thompson
Woods,
which
sustained
massive damage, would be the
last section cleaned because it
is used mainly as a passthrough and is not essential for
academic activities.
"We'll have to do extensive
clearing in the woods, so it will
be the last area cleaned up,"

Schroeder explained. ''After
splitting up the workers to
shape up the rest of campus,
we'll attack Thompson Woods
together."
He added. though, that no
damage was sustained at
Campus Lake, either at the boat
dock or the beach.
Schroeder said that all road!
on campus are open and
"everything is going well." He
said physical plant crew!'
worked all day Sunday bui
would not put in any overtime
because the budget for summer
semester is sHm.
"Funding is not set up for
overtime, and besidE'S, we have

to reserve money in the event of broken windows_ The roof of the
future natural disasters," building that houses Talent
Schroeder said. He said the Search. 910 S. Wall St., was
destroyed by a falling tree limb,
$25.000 estimated costs of the
damages would go primarily for he said.
There was also damage to the
labor. since there was no way to
put a monetary value on roofs and fascia at Evergreen
Terrace,
Lerch said. As of middamaged trees.
He said that about 20 laborers afternoon Monday. electrical
and five drivers are working on power was still out at the
II
yearbook
the cleanup operation. The Obelisk
normal work routine, such as headquarters barracks across
lawn-mowing, will be disrupted from the Communications
for the next few weeks, Building, he said.
Windows were broken a'
Schroeder said.
Harrel Lerch, superintendent various locations around
of building maintenance, said campus, he said.
Lercti had no estimate of
structural damage to the
University consisted mainly of damages as of mid-Monday.

Glass dealers 'swamped' after storm
By Tony Gordon
Staff Writt>r

Three Carbondale glass
dealers reported & significant
increase in business Monday
due to the destruction brought bv torrential rains and winds
that slammed the city Satur<!ay
night and Sunday morning_
Jerry llieill, Glass Specialty
Co.. 152U Industrial Park Road,
said the
business
was
"swamped" Monday by calls
from people wanting windows
replaced in their cars and
trucks that had t-een hit by
falling debris. Neill said that
orders for repairs Monday
would keep Glass Specialtv
busy for two weeks, and that 00
to \19 percent of the orders were
for storm-related damage.
About 60 percent of vt>hicle
winaow feiiQ:~ ~m ~ covered
by insurance, Neill estimated.

Herb Dougan. shop foreman windows could take up to two
for Crispin Glass. 407•~ N. weeks. The vast majority of the
Illinois Ave., said his firm was 'repairs done for businesses will
having a good business day be covered by insurance,
Monday. Most orders were for Mitchell said.
Windows at three stores in
mobile home window glass.
Dougan said that Crispin would Murdale Shopping Center on
be busy with storm repairs for west Main Street were blown
most of this week and that the out by the weekend storms.
Alene Miller, bookkee;>er for
average cost of replacement
glass would be between $10 and the F.W. Woolworth's store.
said two windows destroyed by
$15 per window.
Universal Glass, 411 N. wind during the storm was the
Illinois Ave., was busy first such damage she had seen
measuring for rt>placement in 20 years with the firm_ Miller
glass needed for Carbondale said about $500 worth of mer·
storefronts. Debbie Mitchell chandise was destroyed after
said Universal was getting the window broke.
A window facing the north
orders for tempered glass
which is required by law for side of the state driver's license
doors and windows near doors. facility was covered with
Tempered glass must be or· plywood Monday. The window
dered by Universal from firms was apparently broken during
out of town, Mitchell said, and the storm. The office was closed
n:a;l::C~!Dfllt for some business Monday.

Employees Rich Freimuth
and J1m Butler were inside the
Westroads Liquors store shortly
after midnight Sunday when a 7
by ~foot glass window burst
with what Freimuth called the
"sound of a shotgun blast."
Both Freimuth and Butler
said they dived for cover as the
window shattered, and neither
was injured. Co--owner Joe
Quintenz estimated the cost of
repairing the window, replacing
damaged stock and labor hours
spent guarding the store against
looting could run as high as
$1,000.
At Carbondale Mobile Homes,
north of Carbondale on Route
51, four mobile homes were
destroyed and another 35 were
damaged.
·
Manager Jim Swofford called
the destruction the worst in the
15-year history of the park and

said the ruined homes would
cost $15,000 each to n·place.
Swofford said two of t~.e four
flipped over in the 'Ailnd, one
was smashed to U1e ground
where it stood, and ..~ roof of
another was torn off and blown
about 100 feet.
"Folks out here used good
common sense reacting to the
storm. They stayed inside and
didn't panic, and some of them
covered themselves with
mattresses and furniture during
the worst of it," Swofford said.
"No one was hurt here during
the storm because they all took
care of themselves, and the way
the wind was blowia.g, it sure
could have been tJ lot worse."
Swofford said '.hat repairs to
the damaged tr..ilers would be
going on all week and that no
estimate of cos~ of the repairs
was available.

Sh8.w shifts policy on SlU-E choice·'
KyJ-.ikaunak
Staff Writer
1be appointment of Earl E.
l..a2ler.!on as the new SlU-E

president will culminate a
presidelltiaJ seardr that. until
the fmal round. was much like
SlU-e's. But Lazerson was the
only candidate interviewed by
the Board of Trustees in con·
trast to the three finalists
presented to the board by
Chancellor Kennt>th Shaw
during tbe SIU-C search.
Shaw Fridav aMOUnced his
recommendati-on of Lazerson. a
49-vear~ mathematician and
SlU-E acting president for the
past year. The board is ex·
pected to confirm the ap·
pointment, effective July 10.
when it meets the same day in
Edwal"d!Ndle.
Lazersm wiD get a s.;9.000
annual salary and will live in

the school's presidential home
at 219 Charles St. in Ed·
wardsville.
Shaw said Monday he
changed his selection approach
so the SlU-E search would be
"more in line with the
established search guidelines."
The guidelines state that the
chancellor is ultimately to
recommend only one candidate
to the board for approval.
though they do not require him
to present candidates to the
board for interviews.
Durint> the Carbondale
search. Shaw told the trustees
that he preferred to give them a
chance to get to know the
candidates before he made his
recommendation.
However. Shaw said "II
became clear in the Carbondale
search that we were using an
awful lot of the board's time

when I already had a pretty
strong opinion of who the choice
should be. And the board
members informed me of that."
Shaw Monday declined comment on speculation that he
decided to present one finalist
rather than three in order to
avoid the type of confrontation
with board members that
reportedly occurred during the
Carbondale search.
Unconfirmed reports at that
time suggested that the board
did not agree with Shaw's
choice of Albert Somit for SIU-C
president. preferring instead
the appointment of another
finalist. The difference of
opinion had to be ironed out
lx>tween Shaw and board Chair
William Norwood after the
interview session, according to
the reports.
Somit was appointed SIU-C

president, effective Aug. 15.

t.1:
ot~;f~~~,is!::~:C1m~~:;j
with the !;IU system, Shaw said

he was not concerned that the
appointment was made from
inside the system when ordinarilv external candidates
are preferred.
"I have said that as chancellor I would ao the best job
possible. That means making
the strongest appointment r
The other finalists were John
could possibly make." he said.
Lazerson was that choice Dillion. coordinator for energy
environmE'ntal affairs at
and
hecause. in addition to his inthe University of Louisville.
~~mr:.nc.~he ak~ow!eat~!rs~t Ky .• and Gordor: Goewey.
wardS ville situtation." Shaw executive vice pre:ident and
said. "With
imminent provost of Trenton State College
enrollment decreases and in New Jersey.
budget cuts from the state, .,e
The selection ends a sevenneed someone who is stron~ m
the planning area. whic~ he has month search that drew about
125 apphcants.
been."

Stonn debris being re1noved h}T workers
(~f,..Page~J

said. Wood not separated Jccording to size or heaped in
bundles on private property will
be igJJon!d by city workers.
Bowers said power outages in
parts of Murphysboro remained
the major problem in the city
Monday. He said many
residents still without power
faced the inconvenience of
spoiled food iD refrigerators and
freezers.

Bowers said workers made
good progress in clearing the
stnets and allevs in Murphysboro. He said all major
stnets and several allevs were
passable by Monday afternoon.

1

Residents should stack branches near streets. Bowers said.

d!:J'e s;~~~!~~n~~ef;il!t!f!
aid for the cleanup until the
extent of damage is determined.
"At this point in time we're
not even in a position to know
how much we'd ask for," Frv
said. "The biggest cost will
proba~ly be the destruction of
trees.
He said damage to property in
Carbondale was relatively
minimal. Fry said the city's
water supply appeared to be in
good shape. although one water
main north on U.S. 51 broke and

had to be capped. A fire hydrant
broken off by a car during the
storm also had to ~ replaced.
Fry said.
Insurance adjusters contacted Monday did not have a
total cost estimate of the storm
damage. A spokesman for GAB
Business Services Inc., the
Carbondale branch of an insurance adjustment company,
said a decision would probably
be made Tuesday as to whether
a central "storm office" will be
set up.
A boil-water warning was still
in effect for Carterville Monday. Officials said they expect

Before filling in as SlU-E
president when Shaw left that
post to head the system.
Lazerson was vice president
and provost for three years. He
also served as dean of the
School of
Science and
Technology and as chariman of
the Mathematics Department.
He first came to SlU-E as an
assocate
professor
of
mathematics in 1969.

Inmate transfer
to Menard prison

the warning to be in effect until
finished last week
Tuesdav afternoon or Wednesday~ Police said cleanup
The last two condemned inefforts have been clipping mates from the Stateville
along. and much of the town had Correctional Center near Joliet
power by Monday afternoon. ar:-ived at the Menard
Correctional Center Thursday.
The Southern Illinois Airport Twenty inmates have now been
weather department forecast moved from Stateville to
hot humid day~ throultll Friday, Menard, bringing the total
with possible thundershowers number of inmates on Menard's
Friday. A spokesman said Death Row to 26.
current conditions do not inThough first reports said
dicate that another storm is 21 inmates were to be tranbrewing, but if temperatures sferred. Lawanda Cross. adand humidity increase, weather ministrative assistant to
stronger than "showers" is Menard Warden James Greer.
possible.
said the D~partment of
Corrections t.as assured her
that Thursday's transfers were
the last.

Rape conviction draws 6-year sentence
By Di:Ha p_.SCafiWritn'
A ll..ml Vernon mao was
senteoced to six years in the

Menard Corn!ctiona1 Center for
rape aad deviate sexual assault
Monday iD Jackson County
Court by Circuit Judge Richard
Ric:bman. but the case is being
appealed to the State Appellate
Court in Mount Vernon.
Gregory Schmidt. 22. was
convicted of the charges by a
jury earlier this month. The
assault otturred June l. 1979.
on campus between the forestry
building and the Neckers
complex.
Micba~ Baird. assistant
Jacksoll County public defender
and one o1 Schmidt's attornevs.
said the appeal is based on three
groUods.
He said the court erred in
denying the defense's request to
show to the jury a sketch of the

assailant composed on the basis

~~e ~~~'::~~~1:tri~~~~ ~~~

said he doesn't think the sketcta
matches Schmidt, and should
therefore be shown to the jury
as part of the defense's case.
The second charge in the
appeal, Baird said. is that the
victim testified that she saw the

assailant for only a few seconds
on the night of the assault and
that her identification of the
defendant is therefore questionable.
Baird said the third point is
that the state failed to prove
during the trial that the assault
occurred within Jackson
County.

Also at the courthouse in
Murphysboro, Richman
granted a motion by Public
Defender Dennis Waks for
pretrial proceedings concerning
portions of the prior record of
Lyman Moore. charged with
attempted murder, armed
violence and burgi~:~ry.

Summer ~nrollment up 6.9 percent
On-campus enrollment at
SIU-C this summer is up by 223
students and total enrollment is
up by 692 for an overall increase
of 6.9 percent over the summer
of 1979.
Roland Keirn, associate
director or admissions and
records, announced total
enrollment after the lOth day of
summer session was IO.i72.
highest for a summer term

since 1972 when the total was
11,194.

The total last year was 10.080.
The total this vear includes
8.092 on-campus and 2,680 in offcampus programs. most of
them at militarv bases around
the country. The off-campus
enrollment increased by -169
over last vear.
l'ndergraduate enrollment is
7.7m. up 615 over a year ago.

and
graduate
student
enrollment is 2.803. up 118.
Professional
schools
enrollment-law and medicineis 266. down by 41.
The College of Education led
all units with 1.356 enrolled. The
bachelor's degree program of
the School of Technical Careers
was second with 900.
The peak for summer
t•nrollment was 11.1!14 in 1!171.

Robert
Gettleman.
cooperating attorney for the
American Civil Liberties Union,
said a petition for a rehearing
filed by the ACLll is still pending in the 7th District Appellate Court in Chicago. The
petition asks the court to rehear
evidence presented to the
district judge who issued a
temporary injunction against
the transfer in mid-February.
The temporary injunction was
overturned by the appellate
court.
The ACLV had sought to block
the move because it would interfere with the inmates' access
to counsel and visiting
privi.l~es. since the majority of
the mmates are from the
C'hilago area. The Department
of Corrections said the move
was necessary to provide
tighter security and improved
mmate fal'ilittes.

Some hon1es ltlay·have to wait
v~\ State~Wation
until Wednesday for electricity Court uplwltls anti-abortion memmre
'

-,..,..\

W~HINGTON ~APl- The Supreme Court, giving a momentous vtctory to anti-abortion forces. ruled l\hnday that the federal
According to O'Daniel, some government and individual states do not have to pay for most
of the problems the repair abortioos wanted by women on welfare.
By a !H vote. the justices uphe!d as consti~t!onal the so-called
crews face include snapped
utility poles and lines that were Hyde amendment, a congressiOnal restnct1on on Medicaid
damaged by lightning. Four spending for abortions.
Nam~ ~or its original sponsor, Rep. Henry Hyde, R-m .• the
major transmission lines in the
Southern Illinois area were appropriations measure bars Medicaid spending for abortions
kr.ocked out by Sunday's storm. ~xcept when a woman's life would be endangered by childbirth or
Meadows said that GTE m cases of prom: tly reported rape or incest.
expected to have phone service
restored to most of Carbondale
and Murphysboro by late By The Associated Press
Monday evening. He said that
. The Southwest s worst heat wave in more than 25 years consince Sunday his district repair
service office has received over tinued to. take~ heavy toll Monday. with at least 56 deaths blamed
~n
the tnple-dig1t tem.peratures. crops withering in the fields and
1.200 notices of phones that
either didn't work or were tim!>erland gomg up m smoke.
F1res
have bla~kened more than 36,000 acres of forests in
damaged. Meadows said that by
mid-Mondav about half of these ~lo_rada and. Arizona,. P~h:ry farmers in Arkansas, where
milliOns
of ch1ck~~ d1ed m sweltering coops, predicted losses
had been repaired.
reach $5 mdlion. Cows in Texas reportdly were givi,.. less
GTE has had a 64-man repair c~ld
rr.llk than normal.
~..,
crew working in the Carhondale
The mercury surged again in Texas. where temperatures over
and MurphysiJoro areas since
the
week~md
set
records.
Wichita
Falls'
112-<legree
reading
Sunday
early Sunday, and Meadows
said that two crews from Olnev broke a 56-year-old record for the day by six degrees. It was 108
deg_rees
at
the
Dallas-Fort
Worth
Regional
Airport.
106
at
El
Paso
and Macomb were on their way 104m Lubbock and Abilene and 103 in Waco.
'
to help out.
Meadows said the most
common problem was uprooted
trees knocking out individual
MOSCOW .tAP> - West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt.
drops from the cable to a house.
He said crews had repaired two ~e first ~aJ.or Western leader to visit Moscow since the S.."Viet
mterventton
1~ Afghanistan, made a personal appeal to Leonid i.
major cables which were out of
Brezhnev to Withdraw all Russian troops from that war-torn Asian
commission Sunday.
country.
I~ n:marks prepa~ for delivery at a Kremlin diMer just after
the1r f1rst round of off1cial talks, Schmidt told the Soviet president:
"I.am sure that you, Mr. General Secretary, would contribute
consulerably to the defusing .of this dangerous crisis if you could
declare. that t.he announced Withdrawal of some Soviet troops from
Afg~rustan ~~ the st~t of a continuous movement, which will be
contmued unhl there IS a complete withdrawal."
By r\ndy Strang
the program about so students. An estimated 70 freshmen will
Staff Wriwr
.
Rt:eruit!ng among people with start the program. he said.
Increasmg unemployment IS pr10r m1htary expenence is also although the exact figure
1orl!ireness'
the major cause for an a :ause for the increased cannot be given bec.:ause
An Iranian investigator called on the parents of an American
enrollment increase in the SIU- em oUment, Hanley said.
recruitment is still ~oing on.
hostage to travel to Iran to seelL "forgiveness" for their SOD's
C Air Force Reserve Officers
A 'itudent may enter the SIUUnemploymeftt is definiteJy · alleged sexual misbehaviar. Otber'wi~Je tbe captive Marine may go
the major cause of the increase, on trial, said Iovestiptor Ali Akbar Parvaaeh of lraDiaa .J..tice
to
Ministry.
This year, ROTC has junior for a two-year program. Hanley said.
'l1le bostali'e· sat- Michael Moeller, 28, is accused of bariag bad
recruited 15 to 20 more students
About 180 students are ex"People we talk to are always
than last year for its two-year pected to pa!'ticipate in the ~o saying that there are no jobs," sexual relations fast faD with a young IraniaD woman, wbo later
was
banged by her brother because he believed her pregnancy
program. Hanley said, giving programs thiS fall, Hanley sa1d. he said.
disgraced their family.
Lt. Col. Frank Christian said
the ROTC has increased its
(UPSI69·2:101
efforts toward recruiting people
Published daily in the Journalism
the University.
WASHINGTON <AP) - President Carter signed legislatioo
with prior military service,
Includes people who have Monday encouraging development of synthetic energy sources and
g:cttu~far,i~u!:d~~t~iv::~ lo~::~crat i!nd ~':!':n:!:~on~ which
been discharged from the declared that "the keystone of our natiooal energy policy is at last
vacations and holidays by Southern
Buildill@. North Wing, Phone 336service and people who are being put in place."
Illinois
University,
Com3311. VernooA. Stone. flKal officer.
In a ceremony on the south lawn of the White House, Carter said
currently serving. These
miDiications Building, Carbondale,
recruits. Christian said, enter his energy policy - two-thirds completed with the signing of the
m. 62901. Second class postar.e paid
Subscription rates are $19.50 per
the two-year program and new bill- "gives us the weapons to wage and win the energy
at Carbondale. Illinois.
year or $10 for six months in
war."
graduate as officers.
Editorial policies of the Daily
Jackson and surroundil!ll COIBitJeS.
The scope of the synthetic fuels program "will dwarf the comEgyptian are the responsibility of
$27.50 per year or $14 forsix months
Christian did not attribute
the editors. Statements published
bined
programs that led us to the moon and built our interstate
within the United States and $41) per
of the increase to the draft highway
do nol reflect opinions oi the adsystem," he said.
year or S2S ror six months ill aU
Ia'!:_
ministration or any department fli foreip countries.

By :\lit:haPI Monson
Staff Writer
About 1.800 Carbondale
residents still had no electricity
Monday morning, and some of
the~ face the prospect of not
havmg power restored until
mid-Wednesday. a spokesman
for the Central Illinois Public
Service Co. said Monday.
On a happier note, phone
service should be restored to
most of Carbondale and Murphysboro by Monday evening,
according to Chuck Meadows,
General Telephone's area
manager.
Hepair crews for both companies have been working
almost constantly since early
Sunday morning when a series
of severe thunderstorms left
thousands of homes in central
and Southern Dlin,..is without
l'lectridty and phone service.
As.of Monday morning, CIPS
repa1r crews had vet to restore
power to 6,000 SoUthern Illinois
customers. According to Debbie
Brasel. a spokesman for the
CIPS
central
office
in
Springfield, power would be
restored to most customers by
Monday or Tuesday.
"In a few scattered areas.
however. we probably won't be

able to restore pnwer until midWednesday," Brasel said.
"Some poles were snapped in
outlying areas, and we'll have
to sink new ones."
About l,OOO· residents of
Carbondale Mobile Homes on
Route 51 North had no electricity on Monday. Brasel said
that Carbondale CIPS officials
expected to restore se:-rice to
the trailer park Monday.
Outages were also reported in
the southwestern and northern
sections of Carbondale, as well
as the rural areas east and west
of town.
CIPS District Superintendent
Jim O'Daniel said Sundav that
12 CIPS repair crews from· other
parts of the state would be in
Carbondale Monday to help the
15-mdn Carbondale crew. He
said each incoming crew
consisted of two or three men.
Round-the-clock efforts by
CIPS
crews
throughout
Southern Illinois helped restore
power to more than 14,000 area
residents on Sunday and early
l\1onday, according tG Brasel.
She said that at one point early
Sunday morning, over 60,000
CIPS customers were without
power. About 206 men are
contributing to the effort to

restore power to the remaining

6.000 customers.

Heat still on in Southu·est; death toll up

Schmidt urf!es Soriet troop rcithtlrawal

Air Force ROTC program grows
because of unemployment situation

Marine's parents may ask
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Synfuel ener/IY bill si{lned by Carter
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Science's only promise is'thetfuth'
WASHINGTON-Only God tso far> can make a
tree. but a scieDtist can malre ll sp.u.king new and
devilishly clear bacterimn. ar;d he ean patent it.
How Divine, in several se!ISeS.
In 1972 a microbiologist applied for a patent for
his aeatioo. a geuetically engineered bacterium
with qualities possessed by no naturally occurring
bacterimn, indudirrg the ability to break down
oppoiiCDts of crude oil It can be useful in treating
oil spills. Tire Patent Office rejected his application
or. tbe ruound tbat living things are not patentable.
But the law says: "Whoever invenlc; or discovers
any and useful process. machine, manufacture. or compositioo of matter . . . may obtain a

f:J~~~~~~~~~s~rc:ei~:O~ :=~:~

livi~ and inert tbings, but between products of
natnre aDd launan-made inventions.
'J1Iere are more than 100 applications pending for
pateat3 oo living organisms. The court's ruling, by
enhancing tbe possiblility for rewards from
research, increases the likelihood that DN.\
research Wlii become a high-growth industry. It
promise.· me-enhancing marvels in medicine,
agriculture and many other fields. It also i'lvolves
risks, possibly to public health 'as from ••.n unmanageable new virus l, or even to what remains of
the INman race's sense of its own nature.
Geue-splicing is the manipulation of DNA
tdeoxyribonucle!c acid), the active substance of
the geoes of aU living things from dandelions
thn:ugh journalists. But the ability to tailor the
genetic elldowmeut of mankind is not imminentthana God <so far) for small favors. Every
diminution of belief in a known and fixed human
nature subverts the political doctrine on which
liberal democracy rests. That is the doctrine of

George F.

Will
"natural rights," rights which are knowable and
unchanging because human nature is knowable and
unchanging.
Politics usually copes with problems. Regarding
DNA research, politics must cope with what
technology has wrought: solutions. But whatever
the political branch~ of government decide about
regulating research, 1...."i:ief Justice Burger rightly
says that no ruling about patentability will "deter
the scientific mind from prohing into the unknown
any more than Canute could command the tides."
How true. At the da\\"11 of modern science,
Leonardo da Vinci said: To understand is to construct. He might have added: And to use. Understand, cons+ruct. use: a summary of 50 years of
phvsics leading to Hiroshima. As philosopher John
Courtney Murray said. "The only canon of
technology is possibility."
After Hiroshima, a physicist said, "This has
killed a beautiful subject.·· But nuclear physics was
not dead, and an attempt to stop DNA research with
laws would be like attempting to catch bullets in
cobwebs. This is especially true in America, where
traditional beliefs in individ-.:al liberty and the
beneficence of technology converge and overwhelm
the anxieties felt by a minority.
The minority are, perhaps sensibly, pessimistic
about the world generally, and emphasize the
dangers more than the promises of genetic

Precautions must be followed

CLetteiS
Professors work summers, nights
It is the defense of administrator
salaries
by
arguments such as those of Sue
Long in 'lbursday's DE that
drive faculty members to
despair that their work will ever
be understood. With friends like
her. the University needs no
enemies.
Ms. Long is justified in saying
the top brass sbould be paid
more than professors in compensation for tbeir special
responsibilities, but the rest of
her argument draws an invidious comparison. The fact
that n.ost professors are on
nine-month contract and teach
during summer or..ly if they
choose to do so does not mean.
as Ms. I.Amg implies, that they
are on ..-vacation" during
summer. In fact. most of us put
in a great dP.aJ of unpaid labor
during these three months. I
personally bave never taught
during summer. but this
summer, as during previous

research. Optimists cheerfully <>ay, with
Shakespeare, "We know what we are, but know not
what we may be." That could be the motto-some
might say the epitapb--ilf the modem world.
Daniel Boorstin, Librarian of Congress.
historian. and keeper of the flame of faith in
technology, notes that through most of history,
mankind had no history. Change was a novelty,
constancy was the norm, and mankind lived in a
"conti'\ual present" of recurring, familiar
moments.
America-the
permanently
revqlutionary society, begun on a blank continentis the great reversal of human experience.
Here, d:<~nge is the norm. As Boorstin savs,
"Nothing is m.>re distinctive, nor has made us more
liD-European than our disbelief in the ancient welldocumentf"i impossibilities.
Before Darwin. Boorstin says, many people
believed that no living thing could become instinct
t>ecause extinction would suggest imperfection in
God's original plan. Those people were mistaken,
scientifically and theologically. but I am inclined to
admire a stubbornly a priori attitude about some
things. and I think those people at least had a
healthy reverence for the constitution of the
universe. Similarly, a healthy first-but only a
first-reaction to the subject of genetic engineering
is to suspect that it is a form of impudence against
the cosmos, exciting but imprudent.
There are a number of scientific truths I wish had
gone undiscovered, or that I wish were not true,
such as those that make possible nuclear explosions. We may one day regret biological
solutions that become political problems. But as
has been said, science promises truth, not peace of
mind.

ones, I am doing researeb and
writing which the University
considers to be part of a
professor's responsibilities. I
:~o!~t ~~raring a new course
Most professors cannot afford
not to work during summer
unless they are willing to
sacrifice promotions. merit
salary increases, and, if they
are untenured, their jobs. I can
think of no otht~r occupation in
which performance is evaluated
partly on the basis of work
performed dw·ing an unpaid
"var.ation."
Ms. Long also is correct in
noting that aaministrators often
put in long hours. skip meals,
and work n.19tts an«! w~ends.
So do many professors, as she
could confim1 by checking their
statistical reliurts.
And last, Ms. Long correctly
c•bserves that university administrators are paid less than
people in equivalent positions in
business. I hope in her next

letter she will note that the
same is true for many
professors. whose special expertise or skills qualify them for
~itions in government and
mdustry that pay much more
than they can ever hope to earn
in their present ones.
Few professors would argue
that administrators are paid too
much for the work they perform. But this is not the issue.
The issue is whether SIU should
pay its administrators the
highest salaries in the state
while its professors are paid so
much less and staff workers
much less still. Arguments like
Ms. Long's only sustain the
impressions in the legislature
and among the public that make
it so difficult for nonadministrative personnel to
recover the substantial loss of
real income they have suffered
in recent years.-William s.
Turley, Associate Professor.
Political Science
by Garry Trudeau

Concerning the letter about
bicycles in the June 25 DE, I
would also like to comment.
I agree with Matt Disterhoft,
something must be done about
the bike-auto problems on this
campus.
Sometimes I do drive to
school and I am amazed at how
many near-collisions I see
betwt>en the bikes and '=ars. I
used to have mv bike- on campus. but I gave up because of all
the problems.
One major proble-m I see is
that the bicvclists do not use
hand signals-remember. the
ones we were taught in grade

school? Maybe a college student

~rlsa.:.m6ut w;:~ou'fd~a~!n~
difrerence. Also. stop s1gns
were made for you, too!
Another problem is that the
car drivers just aren't looking
out. We have to remember. -

~l ~o~~~~~?g~:~eibi~~~: ~

1

etc. Sometimes I see cars
passing bikes a bit too close.
You know the old sayiotg"Nothing ever happens until
someone gets killed." I hope it
won"t come down to that.-Pat
t•uccini. Junior. Administrative
St"it>nce

Thank you, Carbondale
In behalf of the African :.our support this colossal goal
Student Association at SIU·C, I was achieved and we wish to
would like to thank the faculty. say bravo for making it
students, friends of Tony. possible.
The Association has a list of
members of the community and
churches who contributed donors to the fund which could
be seen or picked up at the
of
International
generously toward our effort to Office
send Tony Atsemudiara At- Education.
Once again, thank you,
segbaghan's body back to his
Carbondale.-Emmanuel I.
native country. Nigeria.
The Association is delighted l'dogu, President, African
to inform you that as a result of Student Association

Compromise on Halloween
Rick Dollieslager, who wrote
about possible alternatives to
banning
tbe
Halloween
festivities, has a good point. His
language was a little strong but
the sentiment was correct.

There has always been a feud
between the citizens of Carbondale and the students at the
University. Why does the City

Council want to fan the fiames?
If the City Council does try to
ban the Halloween party. the
students will undoubtedly try to
have it anyway. CompromiSe!
Remember, our country would
not be without the Great
Compromise. The city and the
students both can ~ve a little
and in return rece1ve a lot.Dellile v. n-. ~
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Center provides servi~es for elderly
Bv Ann Becker

their age, but I am proud of my
In the dining room, three age,'' she said, her face smooth
and
unwrinkled, her silver hair
women and a man sit and talk
over co:.ffee as they wait for neatly pulled back.
Edgar,
v.ho said she enjoys
lunch to be served. In another
room. littered with paper, a coming to the center, added,
;nan and about 15 women work "We're a congenial b.mch. We
with colored pero.s making birth- help one anotht:r."
day
cards.
Overstuffed
After Edgar's friend wins the
recliners fill yet another room
where men and women talk or croquet game, Joe Stafford and
just sit.
Kim Lauesen, SIU-C students
working on interoships at the
These people are brought center, walk Edgar and the two
together by a common croquet players back to the
denominator-old age.
building to get them 011t of the
The elderly share special extreme sun and humidity.
problems of health care, lack of
Lauesen said that learning to
mobility,
boredom,
and
loneliness that the staff and walk at a slow pace and to talk
is something a person
loudly
volunteers at the Carbondale
Senior Citizen Center are must adjust to when working at
the
center.
working toward solving, said
Janet Proctor, social S«Vice
Both agree that at times, it
coordinator at the center.
can be difficult to motivate
"OUr overall ~ is to people to participate in the
help people remam in the activities.
Stafford attributes this in part
~~~!!'~~~_long as they
lo the elderly's physical
George TervaJon, a bright problemll and added, "A lot of
these people have never bad
~nd alert genUeman of 88 years,
IS one person who has kept his
leisure time. They don't know
independence because of the how to use it. The responsibility
center:. He is part of Elder-Wise, falls on us to come up with
a service for senior citizens who something new and different."
Students and other volunteers
are considered the "frail
elderly" and who might are an integral part of the
otherwise be placed in nursing program, according to Proctor.

siaff Writer

homes.

Elder-Wise provides a place
where the elderly can come, six
days a week, to receive personal and medical care as weU
as to participate in the center's
activities.
"I just love this place,"
Tervalon said as he relaxed in a
recliner chair. " I've been
coming since Sept. 7. I love the
people. They are verv congenial
and understaDcling.''
Tervalon watches witb
delight as two senior citizens,
with slow and deliberate moves,
toss bean bags in a game of tictac-toe. Everyone nearby applauds as a woman turns over
three "x's" in a row.

Outside, Ida Edgar, of Carbondale, sits in the shade of a

tree and watches two men hit

croquet balls through the
wickets. One of the men has
been a good friend of hers since
childhood.

Cleva Robinson, a senior
citizen who used to board .,~~~
students at her home, agreed.
"I like to see the college
students get involved. I think

it's waaderful." sbe said.

The interaction ol the young
and old, during activities froal
lunch to croquet, is important to
these people. Many are far from
their (amllie." or have had cJcee
friends who di<!d. Proctor said.
She noted that the people
coming to the center ~Y ~t
have been together soetaUy m
their younger days. but by
meeliDg at the center Ule)' have
found they have something in

common.

"What's been really exciliDg
is not what we have done for
Edgar says u has simply them, but what they have done
lost track of her age. whicb sbe for each other," Proctor said.
estimates to be around 70.
"They can encourage each
"Some people don't like to tell otber in a way we can not."
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Cape Girardeau Jaycees

4th of July Week

6 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Monday- Saturday
7 a.m.- 11 a.m.
Sunday

Celebration
presents a concert with

Loretta Lynn
ancl the Thrasher Bros.
held in the air-conditioned arena bldg.
at the fairgrounds in Cape Girardeau

···················.. Please send me _tickets for: ir

ir

2·00 Show

i( 0$9.00reserved
i( 0$7.00 bleacher

! Mall to:
«.
..

it

7-00 Show

0S9.00reserved :
0$7.00 bleacher ir

iC
ir
tickets ordered after 6130 will be held in the arena office. ir
.

cape Joyc-.s
PO Box 1~ Cape Girardeau, MO 6:J!01
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,aayiDg a P•e If CJ'elllll!t at

C'ealel' •

Eas& Collep.

~
University Malt
Carbondale

IIJ by Bryu&

Ole.._. Ci&Daa

FgrL;,nsh
10:30am.-10p.m.
Monday- Thursday
10:30 a.m.- 11 p.m.
Friday & Saturday
11 a.m.- 8 p.m.
Sunday

1M%

,,~

Sliced Beef
11110

Plus ••.

FREE with the purchase of a
A&W large order of fries and
_Burger any medium size drink

Court rules that· indigent defendan
won't have to pay lau,yer from bai
I

Pvidence were later granted. had posted bail.
SPRINGFII!;LD, Ill. <APl The court added
The state cannot take a person's and the statr appealed. While
bail money if the person was the statf's appeal was pending. posting of bail dot>sn ·
poor enough to require a court· Cook sought to recover the $100 nect'l;Sarily m··an the defendan
appointedlawyer to defend him. bail rieposit.
has the ability to pay. since sue
although he had enough money
The state countered with a monev could have bee
to post oail. the Illinois Supr.-:me motion to recover some costs of borrowed or posted by friend.
Court ruled Monday.
Cook's public defPnder from the or relatives.
The court struck down a law $100. An appellate court upheld
The court said it might als1
allowing the state to summarily the statt>'s motion wiLhout a hamper an indigent defendant's
take portions of the bail to hParing.
right to effective counsel, since
reimburse the costs of a public
But the Supremt> Court ruled he might not choose to have a
defender.
that the law unfairly singled out public defender if he knows his
The ruling came in a 1978 those indigent defendants who bail deposit could be seized,
Warren County case in which
"indigent" defendant Richard ~------~~~~-Looking for a fight?
Cook was released after posting
You can find one at the
tht> l'f'QUired $100 of a $1,000 bail
on a charge of possessing
4th Floor Video Lounge
marijuana.
Cook's motions to quash the
See how Ali fought to become "THE OtAMP"
search warrant and to suppress

Supreme Court
denies Geor~ian
execution appeal
JACKSON, Ga. IAPl Convicted murderer Jack
Howard Potts cannot be
executed Tuesday in Georgia's
electric chair, the U.S. Supremt>
Court decided todav.
The high court in Washington.
D.C .. voted 8-0 to deny the state
of Georgia's petition to vacatt> a
stay of execution in the Potts
case.
Potts. sentenced to die for a
1975 kidnap-murder, was moved
from his regular cell to a newly
constructed death house on
Saturday morning for what
could have been the final 72hour ''death watch" before his
execution.
Less than three hours later.
the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of

S&aff pbote by Jay Bryant
DOWN Bl'T NOT otrT-Toay W1dtekus, operatiODS maaager for
WCIL, suneys the damage B:.astained by the radio station '11
b'allsmitter tower in Sunday'• storm. WClL-AM was off the air for
12 hours until a tf'mporary antenaa could be set up. A new antenna
is expected to arrive this weekend and WCIL-FM sbonld be back on
the air within a wE-ek and a half, Waitekns said. The cost of
replacing the 240 foot tower will be about $50,000, according to
Waitellus.

New latv chief named;
may take Scott's job

execution
Appeals to
issued
allow aa hearing
stay on
of
Potts' attempt to renew his
appeals. He had dropped his
appeals twice before, and his
latest change of milld was
rejected last week by a federal
judge in Atlanta.
Georgia ~~ttorney General
Arthur Boltt;n immediately
asked the U.S. Supreme Court
to strike down the stay and
allow Potts to be put to death on
schedule. It was that requPSt
that the high court denied
today.

SPRINGFIELD. Ill. IAPl federal tax returns in the midThe Illinois' Jaw enforcement 197<'5. Sentencing is set for July
director will step down July 21 29 in U.S. District Court at
and the state revenue din:ctor Chicago. The governor would
will be shifted to fill the Cabinet appoint someone to fill the post
vacancy. Gov. James R. until voters elect a new state
Thompson announced Monday. attorney general in 1982.
Dan. K. \\'ebb. 35. who had
Webb had worked with
been state Law Enforcement Thompson when the governor
Department
head
since was U.S. attornt>y for northern
January 1979. is resigning to lllinois at Chicago, and briefly
return to private practice as a assumed that office after
lawyer. Thompsor. told a news Thompson ran for his first term
conference.
as governor in 1976.
Replacing Webb on Aug. 15
Zag<:i was chief. of the
will be James B. Zagel, 39. who
has been state Revenue Criminal Justice Division from
197~77 for the state attornev
Department
chief
since
January 1979. the governor general's office. an office where
Thompson also worked briefly
said.
Both men have been men· in the late 1960s.
Thompson said James F.
tioned as leading candidates to
36,
currently
be named by Thompson to McCarthy,
replace Illinois Attorney assistant law enforcement
chief,
will
act
as
department
General William J. Scott.
Scott will be forced out of head from July 21 to when Zagel
office when he is sentenced in takes over in August.
federal court for his conviction
The salary for each agency's
of underreporting his income on directorship is $44,300 a year.
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·Counseling service to explain
draft alternatives and penalties
Bv Scott Canon

Staff Wri~r

A draft registration counseling service is being
established in Carbondale by a
Presbyterian minister at the
New Life Center.
The Rev. Leonord Goering
said he is in the process of
t''lordinating a counseling
service intended to inform those
men required to register of
alternatives open to them.
Goering said he hopes to have
the service open by mid-July.
Peacetime draft registration
was approved by Congress and
signed by President Carter last
week. The new Jaw requires
men born in 1960 r.tnd 1961 to go
to local post n!ftces to fiU out
registration cards. However. no
legislation to draft registrants
is before Congress. .
The penalty fo~ fatlure ~o
register is a maxtmum of ftve
years imprisonment and a
$10,000 fine. .
Georing said he will warn the
men he counsels of the penalties
involved if they choose to refuse
to :egister, while informing
th~m of the possible ways to
avoid a draft.
There are a number of ways
that draftees could avoid induction into the armed services,
Goering said, but deferments
and exemptions from a draft
are only granted in rare cases.
One way of avoiding induction
is to be granted a hardship
deferment.
Goering said
hardship deferments are
granted when the local draft
board determines that the
taking of a father or son from a

family would put undue hardship on the family. He said one
example would be the drafting
of the son of a widow on .... hOJ'll
she depen1s.
Another type of deferment is
to be declared · physically or
mentally unfit to serve.
Goering said that he doesn't
think physical deferments
would be granted as easily as
they were in the past since
weapons technology has advanced and physical ability
wouldn't be as important as in
the past.
Dra"tees in the past could be
declared mentally unfit if they
were homosexuals, Goering
said. He added that he didn't
think homosexuality would be a
basis for mental deferments
this time around.
Ministers and
divinity
students were also exempted
from the draft in the past.
For those people who aren't
excluded from any possible
future draft for the basic
reasons Goering says, the only
alteratives would be service or
conscientous objection. He said
that he feels conscientous objections would be granted less
readily than in the past.
If an actual draft is enacted.
draftees will have about ten
days to appeal their case after
receiving their induction notice,
Goering said. He said that it is
important for those people who
intend to be conscientous objectors to prepare their cases
before receiving an induction
notice.
A conscientous objector must
show that his conscience,

because of deep moral or
religious beliefs. would give
him no peace if t.e took part in a
war effort, expiained Goering,
who was granted consciento:.ts
objector status prior ~o the
Vietnam war.
One way to support a case for
conscientous objection is to
send a card to the Central
Committee for Conscientous
Objection. The CCCO is an
organization
opposed
to
militarization and the draft, a
field worker for CCCO, John
Judge said.
When someone
appeals for a conscientous
obJection the CCCO can help
prove the validity of the appeal
by providing the statement of
opposition to war as evidence.
Judge said the CCCO. located in
Washington D.C., has already
received 20,000 cards from
people who plan to be consci~ntous objectors.
Many men may simply refuse
to register. Judge said. He said
conservative estimates put
noncompliance at two percent.
However. he said he estimates
noncompliance may range from
20 to 35 percent, depending on
the area. He said areas of low
economic status have c history
of higher noncompliance.
Juclge said that even if only
two percent of the men required
to register refuse to do so that
that would amount to 80,000
men. He said feels that could
seriously disrupt the Selective
Service System.
"I think we are experiencing
the largest groundswell of
opposition. since the draft h;as
been in eXIStence," Judge satd.

House subcommittee report doubts
Soviet germ weapon mishap denial
WASHINGTON
<AP>-A
House
intelligence
subcommittee report says the
Soviet Union denial that a germ
weapon accident occurred in
the country is "incomplete at
best, and at worst, a
fabrication."
The subcommittee's chairman. Rep. Les Aspin. D-Wis.,
said "the evidence is fairly good
that the Soviets have cheated on
the treaty dealing with
biological weapons.''
The report recites the public
testimony given to the co~
mittee May 29 by a Sovtet
emigre who said that up to 1.000
people may have been killed by
a cloud that spread f~om a!"
explosion in Sverdlovsk m April
1979.

statement apppears to in~J~!:o:~.?est, and at worst a
Public release of the report

The report adds: "Information available to the U.S.
government indicates that the
symptoms displayed by the
victims in Sverdlovsk were
those of inbilation anthrax.
"lnhilation anthrax." it says
at another point. "is the form
this disease takes if stimuated
by a biological warfare attack
with aerosols. ·•
The report said ~t findi!"g
contradicts the offtctal Sovtet
denial that germ weapons are
being developed at the plant.
The Soviets said the victims
simply ate anthrax-tainted
meat.
"Contaminated meat could
not have caused an outbreak of
inhilation anthrax," the report
says. "The Soviet government's

was criticized by the chairman
of the Houses Foreign Affairs
Committee.
"I can't imagine my
colleague Rep. Les Aspin
deliberately wanting to be
irresponsible, but the release of
the report is untimely," said
Rep. Clement J. Zablock~. DWis., was quoted as saywg by
the Milwaukee Journal.
Aspin, while conceding the
release was against the wishes
of the carter administration
and Zablocki, said the report
had been cleared by the and
that members of his subcommittee approved the report.

Deep Pan Pizza By
The Slice or Pie
Summer Hours

4-12p.m.
7 Days A Week

611 South Illinois Ave.
FOR CARRY OUT SERVICE CALL 549-7111

SPC Free School Workshops
Prenatal Yoga & Exercise Class
By Jennifer Cole

Tues•• July 1
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Lecturer cites three causes
of outstanding consumer debts
Bv James (i. O'Connell
siaff Writf'r
Lack of planning. control and
communication • re the biggest
causes of outstanding consumer
debts. according to AI Hornt>r.
presidt>nt of Credit Counseling
Ct>ntt>rs Inc.
Horner. who heads 16 nonprofit consumer counseling
centers in Michigan. spoke on
campus last week at the
Counseling for Problem Consumers Worltshop, sponsored
by the ~)Apartment of Home
Economics.
Horner said his centers take
over money management for
the clients. All income is given
to a counselor who then pays
bills for his clients and gives an
allowance la the familv to run
the house. Anv other income is
usPrl by the center to pay the
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family's outstanding debts, and Seventy-five percent of those
a payment plan with the seeking counseling are buying
creditors is usually worked out. their own homes, he said,
Homer explained.
dispelling the myth that only
Bankruptcies increased 125 transient, unstable families get
into
credit problems. Marital
percent nationally last year.
Horner said, and total con- problems often accompany
Cinancial
problems. Horner
sumer c~it, excludin~ hrJme
added.
~rt::se:r w~~r:': b~~~e~~ Local families seeking
economic conditions wiU likely budgeting help can turn to the
cause further financial dif- Jackson County Extension
ficulties. especially among the Service. a federally-funded
organization set up to advise
young, he said.
rural
residents
about
Horner said the average agriculture, youth programs
family that seeks counseling and homemaking. Special
help is toc>!lded by a male in his Services Extension helps
early thirties. but many young poverty-stricken families with
and single women are also many types of problems, ingetting into financial difficulty. cluding credit management.
The average income of these Middle-income families may
families is $16.800 with $8.700 in receive credit management
through
the
outstanding debt, not counting advice
mortgages. Horner said. homemaking education service.
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Murphysboro-based bus service
shoots for ]ul)" 15 starting date
Bv Diana Penner
Staff Writer

A bus service linking Murphysboro to Carbondale and
Chester mav l'(et off the ground
by July 15. The Illinois Commerce Commissioll last week
grantt>d a permit to two Murphysboro mt>n to start the
servtct'.
Raymond Graff, one of the
petitioners, said he and his
partner, Earl Bryant, are
looking for buses and hope to
purchase them by the end of this
week.
Graff said mornil1g and

evt>ning runs from Mur- University and at Menard, the
physboro to the University •;ervice will be open to anyone,
should start by about Julv 15, Graif said.
with trips to Menard Coi-recFuture bus service mav intional Center in Chester tentatively scheduled to begin one clude trips to the University
Mall east of Carbondale, Graff
week later.
The trips to Carbondale will said. He said the trips to the
be scheduled to coincide with Mall may be scheduled for
the beginning and the end of Tuesdays. Thursdays, Fridays
work days at the University, and Saturdays.
Graff said. Three trips a day to
A one-way ticket to the
Menard will be scheduled University will be $1, and a
~r~~~d. shifts at the prison, ticket to Chester will cost $1.35.
Regular users of the service
Although the trips are geared may be able to purchase tickets
to serve workers at the on a weekly basis, Graff said.

Gov. Wallace to try new pain-killer ,..
PORTLAND. ORE. <APl-

~?~~ra~ ~!~~~~~~~(:~~~

country for special medical
treatment after learning
through a television news show
of an experimental pain-killing
drug.
The treatment if not available
in Alabama and still is being
tested in clinics in Oregon and
other states before being approved "Y the ferleral government for general use.
Wallace is scheduled to begin
the treatment Tuesday at the
Vniversity of Oregon Health
Sciences Center with Dr.
Stanlev Jacob. who first
brought public attention to
DMSO. or dimethyl sulfoxide.
The former governor hopes
:he drug will reliPve discomfort
associated v.ith paralysis. said
a spokeswoman at the <:enter.
\\'allace was resting and
undergoing tests Sunday at the
Health Sciences Center after he
was admitted to the facility
Saturday.
hospital

spokeswoman Michelle Wiley
said.
His hospitalization at the
center is expected to last until
about July 12.

a~t~ t~~f~~ntina1~;i~
saw it featured recently on CBSTV's "60 Minutes." said Elvin
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Stanton. an aide, in Montgomery, Ala.
Wallace has been confined to
a wheelchair since he was
wounded in an assassination
attempt in 1972 while campaigning for the Democratic
nomination for president at
Laurel, Md.
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Hams' outing became real test
fh· Dav~ Pow~n

Starf Wriwr

Sunday morning's severe
thunderstorms
added
authenticity to a test of an
Pmer~ency communications
network by the Carbondalebased
Southern
Illinois
Amateur Radio Society.
Ml'mbers of the club had set
up three transceivers in tents
Saturday afternoon near
Shelter No. 1 at Evergreen Park
as part of a nationwide competition. The "Field Day."
sponsored by the American
Radio Relay League, a national
organization of amateur radio
operators, had ham udio
operators across the nation
vving to see which club could
make the most contacts in a 'nhour period.
Howl'ver, high winds and
heavy 1ains prompted the radio
operators to turn from the
competition to aid Carbondale
police and Central Illinois
Public Service. One club
member helped man the city's

~';!~~ge~f6'e~a~fu~n ~~~ b~;~
transmitted reports of downed
power lines and trees to city
police and CIPS.
Although the club had to give

~hofed ~~ec:~~~~~:-: v~~=

president Charles H. Harpole.
an assistant professor in the
Department of Cinema and
Photography, was satisfied with
the results of the test.
"The conditions were exactly
the way it may be in an
emergency
when
(conventional l
communication
systems are out." he said. "and
we were able to continue to
function."
Club members had stretched
antennas atop nearby trees and
provided thetr own power with
gasoline generators. All but one
antennae weathered the storm,
Harpole said.
The radio operators stayed on
the air for IS hours, desptte the
severe weather and stopping to
aid officials in handling the real

emergency brought on by high
winds and heavy rains. Club
members are still in the process
of determining the number of
successful contacts.
Unstable atmospheric conditions prevented the ham radio
buffs from contacting one of two
OSCARs, or Orbiting Satellite
Carrying Amateur Radio. The
small satellites. weighing about
two pounds each. were financed
by donation.'! from amateur
radio oper:1tors across the
country, and carried aloft
"piggyback'' by military
satellites, Harpole said.
Local club members had
hoped to send a signal to one of
the satellites with the use of a
directional antennae. The
message would then be
rebroadcast from the satellite.
greatly increasing broadcast
distances.
Attempting to top last year's
1.200 contacts. club memb!.'rs
used both continuous wave. or
morse code. broadcasts. as well

as \'Oice. or phone. transmissions.
The American Radio Relay
League will publish a report in
about six months of successful
contacts made by the various
clubs a('ross the nation, Harpole
said.

~4
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NAACP forms group to monitor
pace of Thomas School repairs
Ry Andy Strang

Wriwr
A committee to mon~tor the
progress of repairs at Thomas
Elementary School is being
formed by the Carbondale
Chapter of the National
Association for the Ad·
vancement of Colored People.
Chapter President Elbert
Simon said work scheduled at
Thomas School has not begun
and the NAACP fears the
Carbondale Elementary School
District 95 Board of Education
Staff

J>lans to eklse the sehool.

"Thill Ia an attempt by the
administration to close Thomas
School, which was their intention all along." Simon said.
George Edwards. elementary

school superintendent,
however. said the school district
has no plans to close Thomas.
"If enrollment continues to
decline at the significant rate of
the last four years, it is possible
in the future that another of the
city's schools could be closed.''
Edwards said.
Repairs to Thomas were
scheduled following last year's
school board decision to close
Lakeland School because of
declining enrollment in the
elementary grades. A school
board study resulted in tbe
cloeing of Lakeland school at

the end of May. The study also
revealed that the heating
system at Thomas had to be
replaced at a cost of $100,000 in

order for Thomas to remain
open.
A third of the students at
TI10mas are black and Thomas
is the only grade school in the
predominantly black northeast
side of Carbondale. "We formed the committee
because the commitment that
was made by the administration
has not been followed up on,"
Simon said. "We're very
unhappy with the inaction. We

LynnPeyron
ON DISPLAY JUNE 31-JULYS
Get Your Passport Photo Here
Hours Men· f

John A. Logan College in Carterville is offering three Motorcycle
Riding Courses during July. Course dates are July 7-18 5:30 to 9
p.m.; July 8-19 5:30 to 9 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday and 10 a.m. to
1 p.m.Saturday; July 21-Aug.l5:30to9p.m. Registration for these
classes will be beld June 30 through July21. The courses are free
and motorcycles, helmets and insurance will be provided to participants. Additional questions can be answered by calling 549-7335
or 985-3741.

CARBONDALE MOBILE HOMES
North Hi.s_hwoy 51
549-3000

FKEE

Bus to SIU

8 JO 5 JO Sot 9 30 5 30 Phone 549 1422

:~~t ~= csti::a~~

There have been no bidS yet for

SIDEWALK SALE

the heating system. There
seems to be no action whatsoever towards replacing the
system."

July 1.2,3.
ladies Blazers

Campus Briefs
The Parent Support group wiD meet at 7 p.m. Tuesday in
Pulliam 117. Tlus group has been fonned as a support group for
parents of "special needs" children. Those interested tn attending
and need a babysitter can call Ginny Hayes at 453-~11 during the
day or 529-1324 in the evenings.
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an environmental portrait

~ikst~J~e~s

Blessinlls on thee. lillie man.
BarPjoot bo~·· irith rheek of tan!
With tlr_,. turned-up pantaloons.
And th.v merry· trhistled tunes.
-Whittier, from "Tbe Barefoo& Boy"

ThnP-year-old Mathew Hancoc:k. son. of
Charles and SUsan Hancoc:k. takes a swmg
at his home iD Ozark, southeast of Marion.

Begin is hospitalized;
Knesset defeats motion
JERL'SALEM tAP)- Prime
Minister Menachem Begin fell
ill in parliament Monday and
was hospitalized in intensive
care shortly before his coalition

=~~C:~~=CX:~tion

Begin, who has a history of

heart trouble. felt chest pains,
and will be hospitalized lor "a
couple of days." his personal
physician said after initial tests
were run on the prime minister.
The
Knesset.
Israel's
parliament. voted 60·54 to
defeat a proposal by the liberal
Shai Party to dissolve the
Knesset and hold elections
before the scheduled November
1981 date.
Begin. 66. turned pale.
loosened his necktie and wiped
his forehead as the debate was

beginning, and witnesses said
he left the Knesset chamber. An
ambulance drove him across
Jerusalem
to
Hadassab
Hospital. but it drove at normal
speed, did not use its siren and
5

~a~ ~~,:Spital

said

Begin was taken to the cardiac
intensive care unit and
equipment was wheeled in for
tests.
Begin. who had a heart attack
in 1977 and a minor stroke in
1979, was first treated in his
Knesset offices by his personal
physician, Dr. Marvin Got·
tesman. before being taken to
the hospital.
Gottesman said Begin "was
feeling chest pains during the
I Knessetl meeting. He felt
uncomfortable."

20 SPECIALS EVERY DAY
for_.. .-fetfee of coolll......... rehr to our ret~ular menu

S2.59EtCH

SJ.!SstcH
No._!·
Fried Rice, 2 Tempura Shrimps,
and Almond Cookie
No.2Steaned Rice w Gravy. Egg
Roll, and Egg Drop Soup
No.3·
Egg Roll. Fried Rice. and Egg
Drop Soup
No.4~oll. Chicken Corn Soup.
ond Almond Cookie
No.S·
Eggioll, 2 Fried Wantons.
Fried Rice and Almond Cooki ..

!iO-~·

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fri --.<f Rice.
and Egg Roll
No.7·
s-t & Sour Chicken. Fried Rice.
and Egg Roll
No.8--s;;;;;i & Sour Shrimp. f• ied Rice.
and Egg Roll
No.9Chinese Fried Chicken, Fried
Rice. and Egg Roll

~
Pork Spore Ribs. Fried Rice. ancl
Pork Bun

$3.95 EACH
No. 11 - Tempuro Shrimp. Fried Rice. Pork Bun. C

~ndCookie

No. 12. Pork Egg Foo Young. Steamed Rice. Egg Roll, Chicken Corn Soup
and Almond Cookie
N"l. 13. Sweet & Sour Pork. Steamed Rice. Pork Bun. Chicken Corn Soup.
~lmond Cookie
No. 14 - Chinese Fried Chicken. Pork Bun. Fried Rice. Chicken Corn Soup,
---ondAimond Cookie
~ 1~:_!'ork Spore Rabs. Egg Roll. Fried Rice. Chicken Com Soup and Almond Cookie

'.

IM•ft!!IID wntl Peeylar
Egg Faa Youn~(l potty) Steamed
Por1;-Sl.79. C icken-$1.95
Beef-$1.95, Shrimp-$2.19
3 pes. $1.95
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Starr pbo&o by John Cary

Three future SIU students gel the run-4own on
)~orris Library from Willie Scott, assistant
undergraduate librarian. The three were on

campus for student orientation. Pictured from
left are Chaek Georgas, Melilia Johnson and
Martha Schlieper.

KEEP COOL
with our

Students, parents get answers
to what Southern is all about
By Charity Gould
Staff Writer
Is SIU-C really a hig party
school'? Do I have to wm·ry
about my daughter getting
raped on campw. ~ Is therP a big
drug problem ht·re'?
These are the major questions
being asked by parents of incoming freshman at new
student summer orientation
programs, says Tom Allen,
assistant director of student
development.
The Office of Student
D~:velopment is aquainting
freshmen with the campus by
six, two-day summer orientation programs.
Allen, who is coordinator of
the new student summer
orientation programs, saiJ the

sessions are designed to offer
discussions and activities for
both new students and their
parents.
Each sess1on costs $20 per
new student and $15 for each
non-student. The fee covers
registration and materials.
overnight lodging in Mae Smith
Tower. and three meals.
This is the fourth year for the
program and AJlen says ''the
most successful."
"ln the past three years,
there were an average of 750
students and parents who
participated, while this year we
have a total of 1,200 attending
the orientation," Allen said.
Besides the two day sessions,
an
on-going
orientation
program is also running

Engineering head steps down
James Smith, chairman of the courage research, "both on the
and
the
unDepartment of Electrical graduate
Sciences and Engineering for 10 dergraduate level."
Smith
said
he
would
just
years, will step down Tuesday
to teach and perform research. "relin~uish the chairmanship.
But I m staying as a full
Smith's successor wiD be professor."
"It's going to be the
Charles Goben, who for the past
five years has been a professor responsibility of the next
of electrical engineering at the cha1rman to, hopefully, move us
University of Missouri at RoUa. into the era when we will have a
Goben said he plans to en- Ph.D. program," he contimred.

JUESQAY SPECIAL

OLY DRAFT· 354
PITCHER· t2.00

Air Conditioning Service
Special

everyday through the summer
semester.
From 8 to 9:30a.m. each day.
the Student Development Office
presents a program in the
Student Center for new
students. Representatives from
Student Work and Financial

ONLY

5. 95

~j;d~~~~· U~~v:;':;%~~~n~d

Underl{raduate Student
Organization make brief
presentations. A tour of the
campus is also provided.
The materials given out at the
orientations include the Saluki
Sampler, a folder containing
information
about
the
University.
Sponsored by the Office of
Student Development, 8.000
copies of the Saluki Sampler,
which has the SIU-C's mascotthe Saluki dog-pictured on the
front. are being distributed this
summer and fall to incoming
freshmen.
"Next year. I would like to see
as many as 10.000 to 15,1100
printed," Allen said.
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. FOR SALE

Stanton SOOEE
list$42.50
This Week Only $20.88

addition. air. dish-washer. A-1
conditioo, 1959, dogs OK, wooded
lot. $3,750.457-2578. &-9pm.
6160Ae171

Also
Craig U502 2<1W/ch.
Power Booster

list$8<1.95
Sale$49.50

715 S. University
onthehlar'MI

549-1501

TWO BEDROOM WINDSOR.
l2x60 with 4x8 tipout, air. un-

Automotlves
DATSUI'i B-210, tm. Automatic,
almost new. 24.000 miles. $3600,
So19-4846after2:00P.M. 6126Aal72
1976 PLYMOUTH VOLARE
Premier Wagonormer steen~

t:Jt:·E!~~~dit~~

3218.

6173Ae014

Miscellaneous
TYPEWRITERS. SCM ELECTRICS, new and used. Irwin
TYpewriter Excbange, 1101 Nortb

~ctt~.A~9-~. mil~~~:rn ~~:~~~-pe:~~:.f:1972 PONTIAC GRANDVILLE.
P.B. P.S. Tilt Steering Wheel.
Electric Windows. Best Offer.
Good Transportation. 4576~1~ 171

Parts & Services

MlSS KITTY'S USED Furniture:
Beds and mattresses complete,
0

~~:~~ 0~~~~~:~s~ ~o1~:,'~~~d

~~~~~~~·~r:pscte~:;
~n~O.,!: m~~-5~~1 a'1t c~:
Chautauqua Apts. No. 9. 59S3Afl75

1UMI-UP IPICIAL
'11-a
4-cylinder
$26.95
~ plugo. _.... o r d c - .

All o - ports ••'"'
~'1011

ov.fAUUD

U.S.nPICARI
2 barrel carburatoro
$J5
4 botrell carburatorl
140
Float and choke pull otis ex !YO.
Front doK b<ak..
S39 95

DAVIS AUTO CIN11a

••· S1 Ce4tlr Creek
Mt-3t71

KARCO
Karsten Auto •ec.,cllne

Corp.

Guaranteed
llecyclecl Auto Part.
fO" .. ign • Domestic
Fr- Ports Locating • S States
N. New Ero Road Carbondale
... 57-().421
... 57-6319

CYCLE TECH
lpecMilhlaWeek,_
two ttnlle Mot•c•cte.

fr- Quart of ·
Bet.Ray Injector Oil

With i~Up-lnspection

•
j -~.
f!

i.

_,~

'h mile South of
the Arena

USED FURNITURE, CARBONDALE: Old Route 13 West,
tum south at Midland IJm Tavern,
go 3 miles. Soi&-W18.
B6152Afl75
WATERBEDS.
WATERBEDS:
Wavecrest Waterbeds. King a.
Queen size, $39.95, 8 year

£':.~~~ea~~~-":!r~

formation: Discount Waterbeds,
Inc., P.O. Bcm 743, Lake Forest.
IUinoia 60045.
6147Af189
WATERBEDS. Kll'iG OR queen
Complete. Full Warranties.
Complete line of accessories. Call
Larry at 54&-1081.
615SAf170
rt'EVER USED. NEW 40 channel
CB and antenna, $6$. Two
telephone answermg devices,
almost new. $75 each. 457-4941 or
55-2289.
116197 Afl78
BUY AND SELL used furniture

~s~~~~iderW~~lA:::

ROYAL
ELECTRIC
TYPEWRITER with 16 incb
carrier'. Excellent cDIICiitloo. $150
or belt offer. 457-4123 9AM-4PM.
86025Afl72

TWO TRACTOR
TRAILER LOADS

.........

Motorcycl•
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WE HAVE MOVED
Visit our Expanded
Showroom
COMPUTERS BY:

•Apple
•Texas Instruments
•Atari

SALE
Computer Books
&Programs

Values to $20.00
Now$1.00
~hmotonepercust.,.,..,)

ILLINOIS COMPURRMMr

••.•..s..... cor- ......

(I mo. Eost ot Mall-•1 to lk•lvKk)

DOBERMAN

PUPS.

MUR·

:~s:~R~~~~~!!!.~tc

month

includes

water.

deposil 687·3416.

$100

6204Bb175

~~~~=~-B6153Ba174
::':&'::: Mobile Homes

Available oow.

_ ....N~o-w-t""""'"a.......__.,, :~~~th~~~~~if..!~~ ~~
1 ,n_g
·•'
air-conditiooed. Count;a living 2
Summer & Fall Wo1~l:.~~~2~~~mway.
86183 187
Contracts
8c c
for efficiencies, one
bdrm and two bdrm
opts. 3 blocks from
campus. No pets.
Gl&nnWI. . . . . IIental

510 So. University
457-7941

tt~1 ~:-~oo:;~&:; ~

duplex. lurnisbed and a•r·
coriditiooed, also includes water,

~:. 3a;;.~~::.:~::a~~; 1 ~e~
pets.549-4i6l2or549-~5a32Bcrroc

MALIBU VILLAGE
Is now toking foil

lOOOE~P~~ktSo. 51

LUXURY APARTMENT. 2·
bedrooms unfurnished. Air. carpeting. draperies. Cou~ or
grads
.. Lovely area. ~
1368!:':5
3556

9 month & 1 yeor lease

~\{Jg'E~~B.g,Rol'toorG:W~

·~~~tenonce service ony

rooms, shareS kilchen>.Jets,
~flY~!~~=~r'#J~ plus
6199Ba174
CARTERVILLE
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENTS, Furnished,
utilities ~id, Immediate oc~ncy, rossroads Rii~~!tit

•Trash, s-er
eCio5e to food & laundromat
•Natural gos (So. only)
10th month rent
+reewitha 1 yeorleose
(So. only)
Sorry no pets

FALL. CLOSE TO camf:us. one

For Further Info call:

'?i

•Neor campus
•AIC

~i!~~i~4~~~~~ 1..____4.;.;5;.;7~-;;.1313;;..;.;;...._ _......,

STUDENT
RENTALS
~omes Close to Campu!
large& small
Also 1 a. 2 bdrm apts
tor Summer or fall.
Call anytime or
PTef.erably between

RENT WAR

.c:oo and s:oopm.

52~ 1012

or 549-6810

If money means

Houses

anything to you

5 BEDROOM, 1176 E. Walnut. 2
people need 3 more. Available

=ediately. $85-moo~C:tit~

5 BEDROOM. 1182 E. Walnut.
Available immediately. 185 montb

~~

5115

f~:~~NsD:!d~oomHfu~=f~~ci
FREE KITTENS TO IJOOd borne.
Murphysboro. Litter trilined. Very
cute and loveable. Various colon
CaU 684-63M.
11211Ab174

~:r~r~"~p~~:!r~ot~ro ~:

TWO BEDROOM. WATER and

'---.UI:.il.llE;.IiJI.___.JI :1~.ummer.

t''=i1:"· :~~~1
~;t!:~~re
Ramada
oo Old Route 13 Wesl
i;JD

CaU 684-414$.

8ft wide
d
lOft wi e
12ft Wide

$70
0
$125

$B

Hove deposits ready

CHUCKS RENTALS

4

I&._ _ _M....,...
....,3o.3o.7o.- - - - '

85M1Bbl74C

MOBILE HOMES, 121150, 2
bedroom, clean. air. ~. free bus
~ c~. summer or f~~;

carm:
;;c

~~ler:'28~~orT':~
~-ti!~=iF!t: 3J:3~

EXCELLENT,
LARGE
2·
BEDROOM (~lll, "''~.
=~~~DDiDI sumS::[ib1

7

ViUage-EastC~e St. Rall(ll! 180S260 per montli. Pbone now,
WoodrUff Services, 5e-7653, 53811117.
84i037Bc179C

aod wormed. CaD6114-6304.
6212Ah174

12ll80. 2 and 3 bedroom mobile

FOR RENT

homes. Furnished or unfurnished.
~~~~:Sorry,

Aparttnents

REAL NICE, TWO Bedroem

54t-71M

Electronics

___.........
................
We bu, UMd staNoequiprNnt
Good ~ondition or

,__
needing repair .

Mob~m_:-~c~=

Cerenc:es required. Roxaane
Mobile Home PaiL HH713.

sTILL DREAMING
OF FINDING A
NICE PlACE TO UVE!
ll. . . clleclc...

YHE•ARN

(CJJ:lODfrom the Ramada Inn)

NOW IT'S TIME to buy a 1m
Yam aha :100 iD exceUent cooditioa
Includes sissy and roU ban. $1100•
Jay, S..56U.
Be207Acl74

(across from the train station}

HUGE DISCOUNTS
Old13W.
Carbondale

ft!?nJ'! ~~ 2~ :il:. io~
=:r
eanMikeat~~

REPAIR

Audio Hospital S4t-14tS

~:~:~~'~rA-.
~
B61!10Bb188C

5749.

861571k17J

I1..,...UUpholatelr
.... J . .tArm...l

54...0531

MOTORCYCLE: lf78 KAWASAKI
KE175, $450.00. Call$48-61&1.
6111Ad73

STERE

=

LARGE. FIVE BEDROOM bouse.

s miles south of Carbondale, lease

.... .... a-......

..... .,..... c:-m.t.
,.,. ........ & . .11

.........

Apartments

EHiciency Summer Foil
Apts.
$95
$135
All locations are furnished.

aoY'Ai'iitftALi

,....,_

4S7-44J2

CARBONDALE - WANTED RENTERCS) for clean, close to

==-fall~~...:riJ

Julj-

6170Bbt71

SUPER DEAL!!! SIX Room
bJKae. h55 per month. Summer
only. NoPets.5tt-84TI. IIS184Bb171

6ll5Bcl73

aM'AL CDmiAC1S

..__........
coa.._...

NOWAVAILA.U

..........

(nifte ........

•1980 New 1 & 2 a.drooms
•Nicely Fumish.d & Corpe-.d
•Energy ICIYing (no C.I.P.S.}
•Loudromat Facilities
•Nice Quiet & Clean S.ffing
•.,_Camp_us
Fw ~ information or oppotntment to s -

................
Pholle:4J7-12M

U..._.,tyHe....b

W.rrenlhl.
(Jwst off L Pwrk St.t

.........

..........

.

* ..........
c.mtry . . _ ;
.._

Sorry ...._, Fa~ A~'-4.

12x50, RURAL SETTING, tied
down aod und!-lJ'Pinned. Trees and

=~~!~~~~~-met=~~h~

FALL, EXTRA NICE, 12x60. 2

~~::;':ttin~~rl~i~C:th 1f:~~~~

pets. 549--4808.

862158<:175

ONE MONTH

FREE RENT
lt:i3~~),'N/1

yr. lease

Rt. 51 North

MURDALE SINGLE &
FAMILY HOMES
2 bdrms. southwest residential
2 miles to campus on city streets:
little traffic. Anchored. underskirted. insulated. Furnished. city
locilities. Very competitive. Avoiloble now & June 1. Coli 457.7352
or 549-7039

FREE BUS
7 RUNS DAILY
R'l. 51 North
5-49-3000

STUDENT WORKER • witb skills

~~~~~~f~~~:..:~r·
~i~~icense. eau Jac~~s~fn

must have ACI' on file and valid

DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH
Communication.
Term
ap~intment as Visiting Professor for

M:i!t\ ':t~~~1::f r:n~

::'~~~ f~~r:t~; ~:~~!
~~ofe~':,~i!le~!nk~~:~~~: co~~
~elitivP.

Equal

CABLE TV. ALL Utilities paid,
l~\~~ ~~~~~c:e1~S:::n~~r week.
85936Bdi74C

5

' ;:uC:e.~~~~Tn~P~~ni~!D:
ririrmative Action Em11loyer.
Send resume by July 10 to: Darwi.1
R. Pavne. Demrtment of Theatf!',
1

~~~~le. 1~=~· u=~i~'l.·

YMCA- CARBONDALE. Need
instructors for Fall in cooking.
guitar, jazz dance, tap dance.
creative dance. square dance.
ballet, baton, and golf. Call 5495359.
B6206Cl72

...........t-Need Support?
Call
54·-1545
• WANTED
THE Wll.D TURKEY News and

~~~«;f.~~c:a~~=~~u~~U:t~

Carbondale.

5990Fl76

WANTED: AIR CONDITIONERS,

~j;~~.,C:c~a~e•S~~~c~lr~:
8243.

6043Fl79

WANTED TO BUY: Springstein
Live Album. Good lrice for good

Rooa•••••

6169Fl71

people to help pion
programs for Foil.

caU student pGgianming
Council-536-3393 or stop

&.......:li.l.i.11:4.:---.::.i1.:o~X--.11

by the office, 3rd floor
Student Center.

lOSt
LARGE BLACK LAB-setter witb

W~.!e ~· :;~~~mai6~J~f7o
HUSKY BLACK MALE cat with
white paws. Please cal1549-~i

SERVICES
OFFERED

sbare

1 between 7pm and 9pm. ~ro:~!'ta

1. quiet 3 bedroom

~~'::~ra'o~~e~-~e~:o~~~~~!i

one-third utilities, wood stove · 5293665. 457·2li!M.
6176Be174
MATURE
ROOMMATE
(I;EEDED: Large two bedroom
trailer in coun[ry, $105_ and '1'1
utilities, cal1457 -6973. e~~f.~el72

COVER'S UPHOLSTERY.
FURNITURE ufiholste~ &ild

=~es~~~re.~':il~~~~
~~
B5UOEI73C

PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS. AND
Thesis ty~. IBM Correcting
Selectric II, neat, accurate.
reasonable rates. 549-2874.
5497E173

72

::.~ulYf~E~Id ~ ~==:

Reward and gratitud'e. Please call
457-8566.
6210GI72

ANNOUNCEMENTS
DEPRESSION-MARRIAGES-

YOUTH
and
FamilyCohabitational
ProblemsCounseling-Center for Human

~trfment-No
BEDWETTING,

ch:-rs!Jf~

BEDSOU.ING

~~~~~~lJen~~u~~~li'lf~:!
~~'r.eot-No

Cb~::Jf~

WUXTRY will pay UJl to SUO for
used rock, jazz, blues. and
classical recoril5 and cassettes in

n~~tv:e:~~~:Z3.

CAMBRIA, DUPlEX, 2 bedrooms,
available now. $165 ~month. 985-

404

s.

6161Jl76

:~~-5~~~~1, askJ:1JM:~

MoWle Home Lots

RIDERS WANTED
RIDE !THE STUDENT Transit) to
Cbica~ and 1111burtls- Runa July

FREE RENT FIRST montb,

;~M~o~::Jrn:eE:!~.;~u~:~~

R~.C:.n =a~~u ~~~~
~&7 or 457-574t.
85149~171C

roundtrip (If purchased by
Wednndiyl. Tickets sold daily at
(Plaza ReCordal 606 S. Illinois. 5490171.
862t6P172

WILDWOOD MOBILE PARK.

~:~-.,::-:~~B6164BLI'Ia

i

is looking for committee

Mt-~

~~;:~~!:..wsii9Ms~w~ft ~:

2 ~EEDS

center

w::s~~~a~~~~bw-S:.~t'~

ities included. Very near compu!_
very competitive, ovailoble
&June I.

TO

nancy Assistance

DEPARTMENT OF THEATER •
One year appointment. Assistant
~ufessor oT directing - acting.

For more information
PRIV A TlltOOMS
in Api)rtments for Students
You hove o Private Room on
keys. use !titchen facilities etc.
with others in Apartment. Util-

NEED-SOMEONE

¥::1f~f~=- aa,rr.:~·

WHY PAY EXTRA S" Complete
Brake job and tune~- Imrerts
~~::S';erican cars. ~~~fs

Oplortunity-

&!:.!f:=~: ~5~g.n1s to~~~~fri
~!~~.!:ii~~~~~~~e~ s&~~
~~ersity, carbondale ~~
061

I

ABORTION-FINEST MEDiCAL
care. Immediate appointments.

FREE SCHOOL

Rooms

C.II•SJ.JIJ2 •

NEED A PAPER Typed~ IBM
Selectric, fast lc accuratP,
reasonable rates. 549-2258.
6124E183C

PREGNANT

aaH BllnHRIGHT
Free pregnancy testing

& confidential oss~tonce.
-7pmMon-Wed.
-Spm Thur-5 & Fri

9-1 Sot
- •

GRAPHl~ OF ANY kind!!
Graphs, charts, posters. signs,
lettering. illustratJ-reasonable
pric~ 684-5257 after lpmlionEl&l

WANT BIG
RESULTS!
TRY mE

b.E. CL.ASSIFIEDS.

State to restrict
funded abortions
CHICAGO <API-The Illinois
Department of Public Aid will
stop paying for abortions for
most poor women within the
next month. now that the t' .S.
Supreme Court has upheld the
constitutionality
of
a
congrt'SSional limit on such
spending, welfare lawyers said
Monday.
The 5--4 decision of the court
upheld the Hyde Amendmentan appropriations measure that
bars Medicaid spending for
abortions except when a
women's life would be endangered by childbirth or in
cases of promptly reported rape
or incest.
Until the ruling, many states
had paid for abortions for
Medicaid recipients when their
dc.:tors
determined
the
procedures to be necessary for
reasoftS of physical or mentaa
health.
Right-to-life forces hailed the
decision. but a lawyer who had
argued against tl-te amendment
satd the decision placed a
severe burden on indigent
women who must get abortions
for health reasons.
"Poor women in Illinois will
be very ofttn forced to choose
sterilization or self-induced
abortions or God knows what,"
said Aviva Futc.rian. a lawyer
~is.:~e r-~d:t,:O. Legal
"Given the fact that the state
mlinoisl already reimburses
all other medk-ally necessary
procedures and a number of
el!lCtive procedures including

voluntary sterilixation. I would
h&ve thought our chaoces (for

wir~~~~r;·ef~r a~~~ly ufi~i;~
Department of Public Aid said
the high court's order could
take as long as 25 da)" ~.,go into
effect in Illinois because of legai
procedures.
The department has been
paying for medically necessary
abortions because of an April.
1979. court order. said David
Rakov. counsel for the IDPA.
When the state will change its
payment policy will depend on
the form of the Supreme Court's
order and on federal rules about
notifying Medicaid recipients
when a service is stopped. he
said.
Normally. the U.S Depart·
ment of Health and Human
Services reimburses the state
for half the amount. One IDPA
lawyer speculated that the state
would continue funding until it
no longer receives federal
money.
The state department paid for
6.218 abortions during 1979 at a
cost of $934,832, Piepenburg
said. The federal govt-mment
reimbursed the state for half
that amount. the IDPA said.
A lawyer for Americans
United for Life, an anti-abortion
group which supported the
amendment before the Sapreme
Court, called the decision a
reassertion of democracy
because the decision upheld the
right of elected offtcials to
legislate
without
undue
restrair.ts.

Researcher claim.s
shroud is authentic
CHICAGO (APl-The Shroud
of Turin. a cloth which some
believe was used to cover the
body of Jesus Christ. can be
traced to the time when Jesus
was crucified. a Loyola
University researcher says.
Several tiny marks on the
shroud have been almost
positively identified as the
imprt'SSion of a coin minted
during the reign of Pontius
Pilate, the Rev. Francis L.
Filas, a professor of theology.
said in a copyrighted article
released Monday.
Pilate was the Roma11
governor of Palestine around 30
A.D .• the time Biblical scbolars
believe Christ was crucified.
Filas said the evidence he has
uncovered is as conclusive as
any that scientific tests could
produce to verify the shroud's
authenticity.
"I don't see any hole in the
evidence," Filas said. "I think
this is as good a test of
authenticity as we could hope

Filas says photographic
negatives of the shroud show
that over the figure's ri2bt eye
appear marks resembling a
small staff and four Greek
lt'tters, part of the inscription
"Of Tiberi as Caesar... Coin
experts say the staff. called a
"lituus," appears only on coins
mi,ted during Pilate's reign.
Filas 5aid ht' discovered the
marks accidentally in August
1979 while examining an
enlargement of the figure's
With the help of a
face.
Chicago-area coin dealer, Filas
matched the markings on the
shroud with a type of coin
minted only between 30 A.D.
and 32 A.D.
Filas said it was extremely
unlikely that someone might
have sa1;ed the coins and used
them for a burial later taan
Christ's because the coins went
out of circulation after Pilas's
reign ended in 36 A.D. and new
coins were minted.
A curved outline near the
for."
The shroud, an ancient burial markings mawhes the clipped
cloth about 14 feet long and 31.:! edge of an almost identical
feet wide, has been kept in a existing coin from the reign of
cathedral in Turin, Italy, since Pilate, he said.
1578. It bears the sepia-colored
Filas said it is virtually imoutline oi a man and what a~
pear to be blood stains near the possible that the marks are the
result
of chance deviation in the
figure's bead. side, ~ and
ciclth':J weave.
feet.

Soviets launch supplies

·.
. !

i

normally." It was sent up "for
the purpose of bringing to the
orbital station 'Salyut--6' expendable materials and various
cargoes." Tass said.
The agency did not say when
the linkup was scheduled.
Cosmonauts Leonid Popov
repor~ed.
and Valery Ryumin have been
The a~~'fK"Y said ·-Progress- orbiting earth in the station
to·• was launched at 7:41 a.m. since April 9, conducting
local time and was ''functi9ni.IY{ scientific experiments.
Daily Egyptian. July I. 1980. Page 13

MOSCOW ·{.o\P)-The Soviet
' Union launch'-"d a space
freighter Sunday to take fresh
supplies to the l'No cosmonauts
now com_plet:ng their third
month aboard the orbiting
space laboratory Salyut--6, the
official news agency Tass

J

SIU-C to aid less developed countries
R"V ('haritv Gould
Slaff \\"ritf.r
A new department has been
developed at SIU-C with the
ultimate goal of alleviating
world hunger.
The International Food and
AgrJculture Devt>lopment
programs wt>re established in
1979
to strt>ngthen
the
l'niversitv's ability to aid less
develooed countries in crop.
animai and fish agriculture.
"We transfer our technology
to less developed countries like
Latin America or the Caribbean." said Chris Kohler.
coordinator of the International

Fisheries Program. part of the
IF AD programs.
Kohler was an assistant
professor of fisheries and
wildlife sciences at Virginia
Tech where he obtained his
doctorate in fish population
ecology. Kohler came to Stu-C
June 15.
Ht> said hiS new positinn incorporates three separate. yet
related areas of aqauculture.
fish population ecology and hsh
management.
"Fish population is the study
of fish and their interaction with
aquatic organisms and their

l'nvironment." Kohler said.
"Aquaculture is the 11ctual
raising of aqU3tic organisms for
human ~:onsumption and tish
management is utilizing thl' fish
to the best use for human
consumption. We try to produ•·c
the most at the least cost."
Kohler's job in.:!!.!ri"!" doinJ!
research
to
increa!'e
aq•Jaculture in less developed
countries.
Kohler said SIU-C "'·ill show
the less dt>veloped countric·s the
technology so those countries
can build up their fishing expertise.

Kohler. who will be teaching a
course in international fisheries
next year. said job opportunities in that area include
the Peace Corps.
The University will bt' trying
to help countries that Kohler

curriculum model program has
about 5 percent attrition.
Students study theory at their
respective campuses and travel
to other associ<~tPd schools for
lab "!xperience in rH"arby
hospitals, Hees said.

Ht'{'S said that the program. a
form of open-curriculum model
t>ducalitln. is unique because
studenh' receive credit for
previous nursing experience
rather than repeat practical
training.
"We':-e trying to show that
we're
saving
taxpavers
money." she said. "We're
fullfilling our goal of serving a
mission to the community."
Hees said the program has a
lower attrition rate than generic
nursing programs !programs
enrolling students with r.o
previous trainingJ. "We don't
have manv students who enter
the program and then just drop
out later." she said.
Generic programs have 35
percent to 70 percent drop out
rates. she said, while the open-

Hees said graduates !unction
as "registered nurses-license
pending" until they pass the
state board examination.
Gi'aduates with associate
degrees take the same board
examination as those with fouryear degrees. she added.
"For
administrative
positions, employers may seek
out the person with a full
degree." Hees said. "But in
Southern Illinois employers
have been very happy with our
students.''

poo~

New Orleans

MuHuletta
Open till I p.m.
Mon.- Sat.

Experience pays off for 80 nurses
just completing two years' trairling
By Randy Roguski
Staff Writfor
Eighty studf:>nts C<'mpleting
the Southern Illinois Collegiate
Common Market-Associate
Degree Program in nu."Sing
wt>re pinnt>d in Ballroom D in
the Studt>nt Center.
Pinning signifies completion
of a two-year program. includmg one year or practical
nursing education. said Alice
Hres. facultv member in the
STC nursing program. The
students were pinned on Friday.
The program is offen•d
through a consortium comprising Sll~-C'. John :\. Logan
Community College. Rend Lake
Community
College.
Southeastern Illinois Comm·.•nity College and Shawnee
Community College.

describes as the "poorest of
..
To assist with the program.
Kohler said SIU-C wants to
establish relations with the
College of Virgin Island and the
l'niversity of Puerto Rico.

Murdale

SLICE OF PIZZA
DINNER SALAD AND
A SMALL SOFT DRINK
FOR LUNCH.

$1.99
For Lunch Only
Mon-Fri

11 a.m.- 2p.m.

'Dry bar' offers fun without alcohol
WAUKEGAN IAPl - Most
people go to bars to drink and
have a good time. The
customers at Woodv's Place
just go to have a goOd time.
.. A lot of people just don't
car£> to drink anymore." savs
~ner Woody Woodhull, a burly
M1lwaukee boilermalter and
former bouncer and bartender.
who operates what he de:so.'ribes
as the only "dry bar" in the
Midwest.
"Sooner or later a lot more
people are going to realize that
alcohol is a killer, that it's
really going to affect their
brains." says Woodhull, a
recovered alcohoJ:c.
Woodhull opened his bar
along Illinois 120 in this northern Illinois town about a
mont!> ago. It has everything
normally found in a drinking
place-- a pool table. a juke box
and a pinball machine.
But instead of liquor,
Woodhull serves soft drmks,
fruit juice. non-alcoholic
:·wine" - a carbonated grape
JUICe - and "near beer." a
beverage that contairu: !-.c; than
one-half of 1 percent alcohol.
''There's more alcohol in
mouthwash than .there is in this
stuH." Woodhull savs.
Woodhull savs ·he drank

heavily for 20 years until he
checked into a Veterans Administration treatment
program. When he returned to
his old haunts as a non-drinker
he found he "just didn't want to
be around drunks anvmore the smell of booze. guys
sleeping on the bar. It reminded
me too much of what I used to
be like."
In the short time the bar has
been open, Woody says, it has
become a gathering place for all
kinm or people - ex-alcoholics.

people trying to stop drinking
and young people too young to
drink legally.
One is Bob Wilmot. a 40-yearold
Chicago
insurance
executive and recovered
alcoholic who says he used to
drive home from bars and never
remember being in his car.
Now he goes to Woody's Place
every night and says "it's so
refreshing to find you can have
a good time and the next day
remember the names of people
you mPt.

'Had A Good Night's Sleep
And Now I Feel More Tired'
BY Dr. Roy S. White
Doctor of Chiropractic:
Some people unintenfion.
The normal body possesally mope around day after
ses a comfortable margin of
day, depressed, without enmetabolic reserves. In norergy and lacking capacity
to do a good
day's work.~

mal fatigue brought on by
long and andvous hours of
mental Gild physical work.

More
. ·..
than notoften
they . '" .•.
feel tired after
·-'
o good night's
.
.;_ ~
sleep.
·:.-;
• -~·
This ........., of .

sufficient
can restore
the feelingrest
of well-being.
But when rest doesn't restore the capacity for wOt"k,

c::

Billiards Parlour

Presents
Daily Lunch
Specials

Hot
""Ham&

,Chees
Pickle ! Pickle
Chips -~ Chips
··~ l_$1.49
I

-~ Page H. Daily Egyptian, July 1, 1980

Health News..,

.. .

.,.....
person is suffering from
chronic fatigue. He doesn't
neccessarily know thofs his
pt'oblem... he may think he's
suffering from nervousness.
A serious problem for persons suffering from chronic
fatigue is the creeping sideeffects of the difficulty. They
may experience poor digestion and poor elimination.
They ·often begin to have
heodachM and general
aches a~ pains. And they
may hove attacks of dizziness ond chest pains.
And. of course. os their
condition deteriorates, so
does their bodily resistance
to disease. Chronic fatigue.
left untreated could well
be considered a on-oy
street to sever cases of
insomnia and
ne.vous
breakdown.
Chronic fatigue con mean
low blood sugar, low
metabolism, pour bodily
fUt'ICtions, chronic irritations
to the nervous s,stem or·
h~ poglycemio.

something is obviously
wrong.
How i:; chronic fatigue
relieved?
The first step is to relieve
the primary diSOt"def'. Proper
bodily functions m~t be restored. Vital nerve energy
must be allowed to flow
freely through the body.
In this modern day and
age we constantly hear the
phose "wrth vigor." Yet for
many. modern day stress and
strain mean little mOt"e than
trouble.
That life is worth living
doesn't have to be a pipedreom. Chronic fatigue
needs corrective attention.
And if sufferers would only
muster the energy to seek
effective diagnosis and
treatment, a healthy vigorous life could be a reality
for them.
Do you ha- • .,_,ion?
Write or call •••

Or. Roy S. White
61&-•~i-8127
C 0 t.:arbondole

~:;';"~C:::.~;:
Carbondale lllonat• 62'101

This superhero lights up with His power

s:.

Bv Andv Strang

·

siaff Wri&er

·

·

•

·

fo:vervone has their fantasies
~-..~4 ;.
but siU-C sophomore Doug "' · , .
~ • •.
Jennings plans to make a living
out of his.
;:::::'.JI6..ie.~·
Jenni~gs, 19•. is the creator of
·, '' .., , «-·
a com1c stnp hero called
Luminaus who. in many ways,
is like other comic strip heroes.
Lummaus can fly, possesses
t'Xtraordinary strength and can ~do anything Jennings wants him
to.
i •
-J1
The character seems to be a
._...
nor!llal ~igh school student with 1 .
- ·--a g1rl fr1end. but he turns into
Luminaus when trouble is near.
Luminaus has the standard
!'Uper-hero cape. but he glows
brightly-hence his name.
The major difference betwt-en
Luminaus and other comics
herOt'S is . that he draws his
superpowers from God, according to Jennings, who is an
art major. Jennings calls this
type of comic strip "Christianorientated drawing," but he
said that all comics have some
type of belief in thf'm.
"E\·ery comic has :oncepts of
man's worth and t>ternity,"
.Jennings said. "Secular comicbooks are based on the
naturalistic philosophy of
t>volution, which is just as much
a belief as religion."
~~'?~ -~'
The naturalistic philosophy of ~.~.
.;:?t'~~
-:;'"~. :!.:: k~
~ <;_·
l'Volution is that everything in
tho;, universe evolves naturallv ·
there is no supernatural In:
tervention, according to Jennings.
~. ~
-~·'_!.,-.:
"l\I.Jst comics have said that
the universe is a closed box.
There can be no mtervention bv
~·:"4-'
.....llk::.
·;..)..~·-l'f.,_.
.
.
. - ••
God. They explain supernatural --~.
things as being a science that
~~..::~.
~.-we haven't developed," JenDoug Jennings Staff photo by Jolm Cary
nmgs explained.
The Luminaus comic strip is backgroonds for his story ideas. of Student Action for Christ
"Comic books are now the Inc., where he continued t~
based on the idea that the
universe is an open system.
medium of science fiction to the draw Luminaus. The paper is
distributed in 10 states to more
L.uminaus gets his powers from masses," he said.
God. who is outside the system.
Luminaus has been in than 15,000 students, according
Jt>nnings has been a comic existence since Jennings began to Jennings. and is growin~ fast.
book fan since he was a child. writin~ for the Herrin High
"It is really excilinf for me to
"'I still buy a few of them, but
see how it is catcning on,"
they're getting expensive," he School newspaper. When Jennings said.
from
high
Jennings
graduated
said.
school, he began to do aU of the
He figures that by next year
He is also a science riction artwork for Issues and An- the paper will be large enouJU1
fan. so he combines these two swers, the monthly newspaper for him to support himself oy
•

I

. .

~J:t~ ~~~~~!~\
~.
~ '_"-_·;...~
.. _--~'"~. ;~~. -~
,.,. ' e":!'_jf_---~~·.
. ....•

~~ ~~"'~-.-~.;~.':.~~:~

-.

drawing Luminaus for 1t.
"My real goal is to improve
my own drawing quality and to

GA.ctivities
Graphics Exhibit. Joseph Beuys, 10
a m.-3 p.m., Mitchell Gallery.
:'oletalsmith Exhibit, William Ard,
10 a.m.-4 p.m., Faner North
Gallery.
Pamtmg Exhibit. Terry Suhre, 10
a.m.-4 p.m., Faner North Gallerv.
Sculpture Exhibit, Bill Carmel, io
.a.m.-4 p.m., Faner North Gallery.
"etght Management Wortshop, 8
a.m .. Touch of Nature.
:\lotf'r.:yl'le Safety Workshop, 8
a.m .. Sat~v Center.
Rl'd Cross Blood Drive. 9:30 a.m.-6
p.m .. Ballrooms A and B.

SPC Video, ""kill. Brains, and
Guts," 7 p.m. and 9 p.m., Video
LoiUige.

OSD Orientation, 8-11:30 a.m.,
Illinois Room.
Free School, "Moving Through
Pregnancy," 7-9 p.m., Illinois
Room .
Free School Workshop, 3-5 p.m.,
Missouri Room.
State Board of Education Meeting,
9 a.m.-4 p.m., Activity Room B.
Student Prout Federation Meeting,
8 a.m.-11 p.m .• River Rooms.

teach Christian artists to use
comics as a medium that is
ent('l"taining," he sa1d. "I would
like to have a comic book
publishing house, where I could

put Christian-type science
riction classics. such as the
:·space ~rilogy" by c.s. Lewis,
mto com1cs."

..
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IS STILL GOING STRONG/
ALL
Summer Merchandise

20%-50% off
1000'sots. . . .r
Tops
Blouses
Shorts
Skirts
lingerie

Dresses
Slacks
Jeans
Swimmsuits
Accessories

HURRY INI

901 5. Illinois

Mon-Sot t:30-S:30

Aclcl a "Touch of Class,. to your life with a

LOW COST AUTO LOAN
from your SIU Employees Credit Union

13.5%
35 ., OFF

1
~
I (0Upon aood

.,,..,,.

I Thououponworlhlhorty·l···
1 ~::~y'::;!.~::.".:O":;~
I M.nrm,,,., purchn'• Sl SO

A Booby's
Sub and
ice cold Bud ...•
Now doesn't 11
that sound I
good!
1
I

w~~~N:1!.?,:,iiiDIIiiE••R11•--•------'

Available on
usecl car loans.

Don't put oH that new car purchase, SIU Creclit Union has
plenty of money available to lencl you-So
aclcl a "touch of class"
CALL YOUR
with a new carl
EMPLOYEES

,_...---------..-...._-_,

GNCUA

................... c.......................

sIu

CREDIT UNION
1217 W. Main St.
Carltomlale. llllnol•tM1
457-UU

· Baily EI)'PbU. July I, 1910, Pqe 15
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Lady.hiker wins Dlinois championship
gave everything I had for a
split-second and jumped out
from the pack ...
The remaining three ract>s
were held indoors ·on a banhd
track in Northbrook. Heim
opened the track events by
winning her favorite race. the
3,000-meter pursuit. Heim's
time of 4:27 is one of the top five
times in the nation by a woman.
and qualified her for the
nationals.
Heim's racing has taken her
to Italy and Belgium to com·
pete. The former DePaul
University gymnast said racing
in Europe has helped her
compete in the United States.
"I originally went over to
Europe to study in school. but I
got bored of that 9uickly and
quit so I could race,' Heim said.
''l really had a great time
racing there. It gave me somt>
great experience which I use

Hy Mark Pabich
Staff Writer

Bicycle racing is more than
just a sport for Harriet "Harvi"
Ht>im. Racing not only takes up
a considerable amount of her
daily time, but peddling a
bicycle has enabled her to
compete in Europe. gain
national recognition and find a
boyfriend who shares her
passion for the sport.
Heim and her boyfriend, Dan
Casebeer, could be called the
queen and king of Illinois
cycling. Both were crowned
individual champions at the
Illinois State Championships
last month.
Heim, who has been racing
seriously for fGur years, won
four of the five possible events,
and qualified for the national
championships Aug. 10, in
Bisbee, Ariz. Heim, who will
begin work on a Master's
degree in physical education at
SIU in the fall, said she might
have won all the events if she
wa:;n't so exhausted.
"By the time we got to the last
event, I was just a little out of
gas," Heim said. "I really had
nothing lt>ft in me.
"I guess it showed," she
laugh~. "because I finished
last."
In the first four events.
however. Heim had plenty of
gas. The first two events were
road races of 25 and 44 miles.
Heim covered the 25-mile time
trial race in l :en without any
strong challenge. In the 44-mile

now.

~ff ;~~ ~y

Joha ·Cary

U.niet Helm shows the raciJII form wbic:ll llelped Iter wiD &be Dliaois S&ate Champioaslllpa.

road race. however, Heim said
"It was really an exciting
she had to break away at the race because we were all
last minute to secure the vic- bunched up in a pack toward the
tory.
end of the race and the bunch

broke out into a sprint." she
said. "The race was 44 miles.
but it really came down to
winning that last short sprint. I

"The sport is bigger •:1
Europe and the races are a lot
longer which helped me tram
for mv stamina. The spet'd.
however. is much faster here m
America." she said. "It's reallv
incredible how much faster w"tgo and how much more skill it
takes.
"I've been in races with nine
comers in less than a mile.
which is a lot of turns and jumps
to make."
Heim said her immediate
goal is to rompete in the world
championships in France this
September.

Hartzog: Olympics will prevail Carew leads All-Stars;
By Paul Reis

Staff Writer

How much does it mean to an
Olympian?
In past years, America's
athletes would undoubtedly
thi?~Jk a berth on the U.S.
~lympic squad represented the
pmnacle of their competitive
careers. In light of America's
pia~ boycott of the upcoming Moscow
Games,
however. the thrill of being an
Olympian would have to
diminish.
Or would it?
SIU Track Coach Lew Hartzog. who attended the recent
U.S. Olympic Track and Field
Trials in Eugene, Ore. with nine
of his present and former
athletes. said at the Trials'
outset, the athletes' spirits were
as high as ever.
"The trials really started out
well as far as enthusiasm."
Hartzog said. "In the early
events. the athletes were
treating the competition as if
they would be going to the
Moscow games.
"But once it got later in the
week, the futility of not being
able to compete against the best

track men in the world started
to show. and the excitement
died down a bit.
"But the thing the athletes
have to remember." Hartzog
continued, "is that by merely
winning a spot on the U.S.
Olympic team. or even competed for that opportunity,
you've established yourself as
one of the world's best."
Despite the growing feeling of
futility surrounding the trials.
Hartzog said the ~rowd, the
largest in the meet's history,
was behind the rompetitors
throughout the trials.
"The Eugene crowd was
outstanding as usual," the 20year Saluki coach said. "The
people
up
there
are
knowledgeable enough that they
~~:.~.ciate good track any

As for the future of United
States Olympic competition.
!~):!,~ is keeping a hopeful

"Politics have always been a
part of the Olympic Games,"
Hartzog said. "You can take a
look at the Jesse Owens incident
in 1936, the Russian propaganda
being spread in 1956 at

Melbourne or the protest in
Mexico City to see that.
"But I thtnk the Olympics are
bigger than politics. And
deSpite the boycott, I believe the
Olympic effort in this country
will prosper again in the future
as it has in the past."
At the present time, however.
American athiE.'tes will have to
set their sights on the possibilty
of an alternative Games with
other boycotting nations later
this summer.
"Right now, there is no
guarantee that such an altern.:ttive can be arranged,"
hartzog said. ''While some are
saying that somethin~ might be
WIJrked out for Philadelphia,
lilere's still no guarantee that
the other nations involved in the
boycott will be willing to spend
the money to send their
athletes."
Locally. Hartzog was given
some bad news last Friday.
University officials informed
him that former Assistant
Coach Rob Roeder's position
would not be filled in an effort to
relieve the straining athletics
budget. The change leavt>s
Hartzog without a full-time
assistant for the 1980-81 season.

15-year-old pulls Wimbledon upset
WIMBLEDON. England lAP) King saved a second-set match
-Andrea Jaeger, a 15-year-old point and then staged a superb
American scboolgirl, upset recovery to down 17-year-otd
formt>l' champion Virginia Pam Shriver 5-7, 7-6, 16-8.
Wade 6-2. 7-6 Monday tQ adKing. 36, winner of a record 20
vance to the quarterfinals of the Wimbledon titles. trailed 2-4 in
Wimbledon tennis cham- the final set and Shriver had
pionship.
five points for a 5-2 lead but
Jaeger. the youngest-evE.'r squandered them all.
Wimbledon seed, won the
The 2-hour and ~minute
second set tie-breaker 7-2. battle enthralled a huge on
outlasting Wade. the No.7 seed. Court No. 2.
in a 1-hour and 40-minute
King. the No. 5 seed. finally
thriller.
broke Shriver's serve in thE.' 17th
Wade became the highest game of the final set and thE.'n
seed to out at this year's held on to take the match.
championship. Jaeger. seeded
The lanky, unseeded Shriver,
14th, now plays two-timE.' from Lutherville. Md.. was
champion Chris Evert Lloyd. involved in a number of bitter
In anotht•r fourth round disputes with her opponent
thriller, vE.'teran Billie Jean during the match and at one
· Page 16, Daily Egyptian. July 1, 1980

stage asked that the tournament referee be called.
King now meets her friend
and doubles partner, Martina
~;;~~ova, in the quarDefending champion
Navratilova scored a 6-4. 6-2
victory over loth seeded Kathy
Jordan of King of Prussia, Pa.
Second-seeded Tracey AlL1it
ousted fellow American Terry
Holladay 6-2, 6-3, while Chris
Evert Lloyd downed Jo:\nne
Russell ~3. ~2.
Also through to the last eight
were "No. 4 seed Evonne
Goolagong of Australia. Wendy
Turnbull and Greer Stevens.

in

other starters injured
NEW YORK <AP>- Rod Carew of the California Angels
heads the injury-plagued American League All.Star starting
lineup announced Monday by Commissioner Bowie Kuhn.
Carew, California's first baseman. was named to the
starting team for the 11th consecutive year and received
3.674.247 votes, tops for any AL player.
Three of the players who won starting berths in the AL
voting currently are on the disabled list and may miss the
game against the National League scheduled for July 8 in Los
Angeles. They are Milwaukee second baseman Paul Molitor,
Kansas City third baseman George Brett and Boston outfielder Jim Rice.
A fourth starter. New York Yankee shortstop Bucky Dent.
was removed from the disabled list Monday.
Besides Rice, outfielders nam.:J were Reggie Jackson of the
Yankees and Boston's Fred Lynn.
In the closest race on the ballot, Boston's Carlton Fisk won
the catching job over Darrell Porter of Kansas City.
Carew. 34, never has missed a starting berth in his career, a
remarkable achievement. The seven-time batting champion
whose .342 average is second in the ALright now, was named
as the starting second baseman for six years and has been
elected as the starting fll'St baseman for five consecutive
years.
He led runner-up Cecil CO<'per of Milwaukee by more than 2
million votes, 3,674.247-1,637,173 in the final accounting of the
computer card vote spon5l··red by Gillette.
Molitor, sidelined wiUc a pulled muscle in his rib cage,
... ~eived 2.454,911 votes!" 1,600,750 for runner-up Bobby Grieb
of California. Dent 1'!.066.177) outpolled Robin Yount of
Milwaukee U.&l2,330) to win the shortstop job. The Yankee
infielder bas been out of action with a badly cut hand.
Both Molitor and Dent were ,..Jected as starters for the first
time in their careers.
Brett was the second most popular player in the AL vote
winr_Ung the third base post with 3,335,005 votes to 1,789.519 f~
Gra1g Nettles of the Yankees. It was his fifth consecutive
selection but he is doubtful because of a bad wrist.
Jackson, third throughout the voting. came on in the final
week to lead all AL outfielders with 2,829,119. It is his seventh
All.Star selection. Lynn 12.648,71181 and Rice (2,142,5491 both
started last yeat 's game. Rice has a wrist injury and may not
play.
Fisk has had a bad ·~lbow ovhich has restricted bis catching
thiS season. The Vf:teran Boston receiver, wbo received
~:~;,~!~S:~.s ~med a starter for the fifth time, edging
_The_ .Nati~al League start~~ will be announced Tuesday
wtth tn~ ji&:the!11 and remam1ng membe.rs of the 28-man
squads to be named by Mancig-:fit C~r.!~ Tanner of the
ra~~ron~s ~:~ and Earl Weaver of the Ammcan i..ea~

